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CANTON,

TALK.

Poor roads!
Awful travelling!
Snow goes very slowly.
For terms of this paper see prospectus.
See H.F. Hayford's ad.-heifers
for sale.
Ask your friends to subscribe for this
paper.
A. S. Austin, Esq., ot Paris, was in town
Friday.
The new Maine liquor law went into effect Monday.
Mr. Attwood of West Minot, was in
town Tuesday.
One side of the sa.v mill roof has been
newly shingled.
Geo. A. Maxim of East Sumner, was in
town last Friday.
Read our prospectus carefully and note
the liberal terms.
You cannot afford to get along without
your local paper.
A few dry places are improved by the
boys playing marbles.
Mr. Z. E. Gilbert wa,; at home from
Kingfield over Sundav.
Spell "soil, snow ·and sunshine"
with
hree letters.-M-U-D.
"Im. H. ·wood, Livermore Falls, has
been granted a pension.
Heavy teaming 1s nearly suspended on
account of the bad roads.
If you have an item of home news pass
·t in to the local editor.
Miss Louise Staples returned from Boson, Tuesday, Apr. 19th.
Misses Abbie and Annie Johnson ha,·e
gone to Bo$ton on a visit.
The smiling face of C. S. Page has
again appeared on our streets.
The house-cleaning
fever and the movng disorder are apparent in the land.
John Berry's engine has come out of the
hop shining with new paint and varnish.
Most of the ice has melted in the mill
pond and quite a qua~tity of piue logs are
afloat.
We want correspondents at West Peru,
East Dixfield and No. Livermore.
\Vho
will volunteer?
•
E. R. Stevens has moved from his winter home with Mrs. Brett to his stand on
Livermore street.
Mr. L. R. Kuight, one of our subscribers, at Haupt, Dakota, is cashier 01 the
Bank ofLangford.
Geo. F. Towle furnishes music for a
May ball at Keere's Hall No. Turner, on
Monday evening, May 2nd.
\Valter Cole bears off the palm this season by bringing to the editor a bunch of
Mayflowers picked April 17th.
Nathan Revnolds and E. N. Carver are
having their ;-esidence painted white. A.
'W. Ellis has charge of the job.
Darwin Holman was in town Tuesday.
He expects to remain at home with his
father, in Dixfield, this summer.
The spring styles of millinery have been
received at A. C. Bicknell's.
Look out
for her opening announcement soon.
Mr. E. Thompson's family is stopping
at the home of his mother, in Chesterville.
Mr. Thompson came to Canton Tuesday.
Old subscribers to the TELEPHONE who
are in arrears should settle up promptly.
o as to get the benefit of the one dollar
ate.
'Tis sweet to be remembered in the way
Rev. Mr. Ventres offered a generous sample of the maple product.
There is a sermon in it.
We understand that tl;ie Denison proprty will be sold at auction May 4th. It is
xpected that the mil-ls will start up soon
after the sale.
Read this paper and then send it to a
riend. Call their attention to the low
price and large amount of local news and
choice miscellany.
Comrade \V. S. Robinson of Hartford
will deliver the Memorial Day address at
West Sumner in the forenoon and at Canton in the afternoon.
Don't fail to send this paper to some
riend you think would like to become a
ubscriber.
By so doing you will do them
a great favor and possibly us.
Mr. F. II. Teele. of Cambrid 6 e, Mass.,
a soap manufacturer, has been in town
·isiting relatives of his wife-the Luddens
recently.
1-Ie came down to Maine to
witness the C')perations of maple sugar
making, and thinks he had a "sweet time."
The latest conundrum is, how can our
postmaster afford to sell 13 genuine, new,
2-cent stamps for one cent and a quarter.
We don't know what is going to be done
about it, but we have the prooftl\at he has
lone so, and if necessary will give it at
he proper time.
Mr James Ripley, a former resident of
Canton, died at his home in Passadena,
Cal., April rst, of typhoid fever. He had
two sons living i,. California and a daughte,· in Pomeroy, Iowa. Mr. Ripley was a
P. M. of Whitney Lodge, F. & A. M. of
Canton, and at the time of his death a
member of Passadena Lodge.
He was a
member of the Masonic Mutual Relief Association, Meehanic Falls, and his wid~w
will receive $1,000 from that Asseciation.
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THURSDAY MORNING, APRIL 21, 1887.

G. \V. Moore has just received a carload
of open and and top carriages for the
spring trade. George has the reputation
of giving some big trades in carriages.
Just notice his new ad. this week, and
when in want of anything in his line give
him a call.
New lot of Rice, better than ever-10
lbs. for 50 cts. at Burbank's.
Mr. L.B. Knight preached at the Free
Baptist church last Sabbath.
Mr. Knight
was at one time a prominent divine of this
State, but is now feeble with age and has
lost the powerful voice he once possessed,
but his sermon showed deep thought.
He
is now running a tailor shop in this village.
2.000 yds. new Cottons, Prints, Ginghams, Shirtings. etc., at H. H. Burbank's.
Frank Rawson has hauled about 1 ,cx,o
cords of wood from the Reynolds farm t0
the pulp mill this winter.
Frank has driven one pair of horses himself every day
(Sundays excepted) for 4 1-2 months, and
handled about 400 cords. We should say
the whole team is now entitled to a vacation.
20 long handled dippers for $r.oo at Boston 5 ct. Store.
A subscriber out in Minnesota, recently
paid up for his TF.LEPIIONE and requested
us to stop it. A few days later he wrote
and said he had concluded he could not
get along without it. No one who wants
the TELEPHONE need be without it, at the
present liberal terms. It costs less than
two cents per week.
Ayer's Cathartic Pills are suited to every
age. They are mild and pleasant in actioia,
thorough and searching in effect, and, being sugar-coated, are easy to take. These
pills never fail to give satisfaction.

I now propose to step d0wn and out. If
Hartford.
Mrs. Hemans had lived at this day she
The blue birds and the robins have
would never have asked the question:
found sufficient encouragement
to sing
"And the poets-are
their fires extinguishtheir morning songs, but the loneliness of
ed?"
L. D.
our deserted home, with its music all
hushed, makes their notes sound more
Canton
Point.
like the farewell plaint of November.
·Mr.John
H. Daily is sick. He has not
The travelling is extremely bad, the
been well since his injmy at Gilbertville
roads are nearly impassible.
last winter.
Tuesday he had what was
The municipal officers of Hartford have
supposed to be a slight shock, rendering
appointed Dr. L. H. Maxim, Wm. Cushhim.helpless.
"\>Ve
hear Wednesday mornman artdJ a mes Irish, local board of health.
ing that he is some betttr.
Dr. Coolidge
Arthur W. Alley has engaged a job as
attends him.
firemen on a Mass. R. R. and will soon
Willie Waite is considered to be improv- report there.
ing.
L. Buck a nd family are keeping house
at Mr. G. W. Treat's, while his house is
being repaired.
I u nd erS t a nd he will
make quite extensive repairs.
It is very rare for the ice to remain in
the river at this date, or at least, not c0mmon. Never knew it to stay later than
the 24th of April.
H.

Canton

Buckfield.

Bethel.
The angel of spring we trust is greeting
us at last, in the form of the robin, to say
nothing of the crows, which are numerous,
noify, hungry and tame. Snow is now
leaving rapidly, and already I can see one
spot of bare ground up in the fip]d large
enough to stand on.
Fatal accidents are still common in the
land. Week before last w. Scott Bryant,
brakeman on the G. T. R., and a family
relative, was killed at Falmouth by being
knocked from the top of a box car while
passing under a bridge.
He lived but a
few hours after being carried to the hospital. Ile leaves a widow and two children.
There have been IO deaths at Bryant's
Pond and in that vicinity, since January
came in.
Rev. Seth Benson of North Paris, is expected to preach at Middle Intervale next
Sabbath.
W. S. Sanborn is so troubled with rheumatism as to be ui:iable to get about, except with a cane.
I was somewhat gratified to see that Sloh
cum ad taken the front, as a spring pGet.
Alsike Clover at Burbank's.
2 lbs. Strained Honey for 25 cts. at H.
H. Burbank's.

Mt.

John Swett is still unable to be out,
though slightly improved.
John A. Powers of "Wilton, who is favorably known in Eastern Oxford as agent
for sewing machines and farm implements,
is dangerously sick with pneumonia.
Cyrus Foster came near losmg his horse
while coming from Ko. Jay the other day.
The Seven Mile brook had overflowed its
banks and made such a strong current
across the road that it came near carrying
the horse down stream.
H. L. Parsons has lost a good cow.
\Villard Paine has lost one of his span
of work horses.
O. l\'f. Wait has made IO gallons of maple syrup, and boiled it over a common
cook stove. • He has got one of the best
maple orchards in this vicinity and with
proper facilities for operating it would t-e
a source of considerable income.
Warren Severy has a pair of steers two
years old this spring that are beauties.
They are dark red with white faces and
spots on shoulders.
They measure 6 feet
and 2 inches and are ox handy.
He also
has three fine looking colts, ~- 3, and 4
years old this sumrner, all by Eclair, Jr.
The three year old stands 16 hands and is
an uncommon good colt.
N. H. C.

ALL
ALONG
THE
LINE.
Kimball C. Atwood, Esq., Secretary and
Manager of the Preferred Mutual Aceident
Association c,f New York City, has purchased the Samuel Thomes place on High
street and will ocrupy it as his summer
residence.
The place on Elm street known as the
"City buildings" has changed hands and
will be remodeled as a dwelling.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Waldron entertained their friends at their residence on High
St., last Wednesday.
Miss Josie Prince of the Coburn Classical Institute, Waterville, is at home for a
short vacation.
Miss Helen Morrill has returned from
Franklin, Mass.
Dr. C. B. Bridgham has just returned
from Cohasset, Mass., where he has been
on a prospecting trip.
Dr. C. H. Davie of Scituate, Mass., was
in town Monday, guest of C. B. Bridgham.
Horace Nlorrill started for Boston, Saturday, with valuable horses for sale.
A. F. Warren has pu•·chased the Dr.
Benson team,
The students of the Buckfield High
school announce a musical and literary entertainment at Reform Hall, Thursday evening, April 28. The proceeds will be devoted for purchasing
books of reference
for the school-a most worthy object. The
entertainment should be ·well patronized.
A full attended Reform meP.ting was enjoyed last Sunday evening.
May the gloriou~ work prosper.
DREAD.

j BYE. N. CARVER,
? EDITOR & Pun·R.

l\1r. Sargent has employed a first-class
workman and is prepared tG do blacksmith
business at the Centre.
Miss Grace Thompson has just received
a new c,rgan.
Geo. Q.. Glover has the frame raised for
a good mill. He intends to saw shingles
and small lumber, also will be prepared to
grind feed for stock and at some future
time add a board saw,which will be a convenience to h:s vicinity and we hope a
source of profit to him.
For the encouragement of "Slocum" we
would say that we have confidence in the
ability of his contemporary so far as the
mysteries of Logarithms
and Conic Sections, but have found their poetic efforts
generally confined to one verse.
H.B.M.
That record is lowered!
Miss Gertie C.
Alley wishes to inform the editor of the
TELEPHONE, that on Monday morning,
Apr. 18th, she walked from her home to
Mrs. Russell's at Hartford Centre, a distance of two miles, in just 28 minuteslowering the record of those lady pedestrians of Canton 17 minutes in walking that
distance.
Mrs. Mellie Irish is engaged to teach in
Dist. No. 13; Mrs. Clara Mendall in Dist.
Ko. rr; l\'Iiss Hattie Thompson
in Dist.
No. 2; and Miss Josie Kidder in Dist. No.
3. Mrs. Emma Corliss is engaged to
teach in Sumner.
Wallace Russell has gone to Andover to
work for John ·wyman, this season.
C.

Peru.

Rev. Mr. Ventres preached last Sabbath
from Genesis 39, 9: "How can I do this
great wickedness and sin against God."
East Sumner.
Our attendance is small, but attentive. An
Gideon Ellis -was down on Monday buy- interested Sabbath school gathered at the
ing and loading potatoes, paying 4octs. per close of service.
But few Sabbaths pass
bushel.
when there is not a sermon and Sabbath
A young student from Hebron by the school, and always a good social meeting
name of Snell, was in town over Sunday in the evening.
We are favored with exand led the social serviP.e; at the Cong!. cellent singing in the evening, of that good
church.
We learn that he intends to fit sensible st_yle that gives us not only the
for the ministry.
music but the words and sentiments of the
·Rev. Mr. Beavins is absent, having gone
hymn so distinctly that they beeome an
to visit a daughter in Bethel.
essential part of the utterance of truth and
Some good speaker is desired to deliver
Christian testimony as well as praise. The
the address at \Vest Simrner on memorial
pastor was glad to notice some increase in
day.
Spring poetry, as "Uncle Cush." says, the congregation, although quite a numis cussfired thick here, and we shall retire ber of regular attendants are still detained
and loetour mantle fall upon "John," who, at home by the bad traveling a,1d ill health.
will keep his pen a wiggling, and the old Mrs Ventres was out for the first time
since her sickness.
maid a giggling.
Now, take the cue John,
An adjourned meeting of the "pew holdand go ahead. Milton and Homer are reers in the chapel" was held on Saturday,
ported as dead and the field is clear.
and quite a sum suloscribed t~ forward the
SLOCUM.
contemplated improvements.
A well kept,
Ea.stHebron.
Hiram R. Keen has taken the road ma- neat and pleasant place of public worship
is a credit to any community, while one
chine to run in this town this year, to neglected is far otherwise.
We hope the
start the first of June.
public spirit, if not the religious enthusiFrank U. Saunders and Herman Davis asr,i, of all the people will carry this good
are making maple syrup at Caleb Swett's work to completion.
this spring.
They seem to think they
J. M. Gammon is in Waltham.
have the sweetest of music. This mornW. Stillman brought home a good pair
ing looks like a good day for them to play
of horses which cost him, as report has it,
their sweet tunes.
$350.
A good pair for long road teaming.
Dea. Wm. Brown's leg seems to have
men,
healed, but his general health is very poor. He is one of our wide-awake,earnest
The laSt payment for cream from the who deserves success, and we are glad of
Poland butter factory was a fraction over his prosperity.
Several are engaged in the sugar busieleven cents per inch. This makes the
patrons growl, as th ey had been looking ness. The Ventres boys on the Dea. W.
H. Walker lot, L. Pomeroy a nd H. Robinfor more.
There will be public services held here son on the Robinson and Gibbs lots. If
the specimen furnished by the Ventres
in th t> F. B. church on Fast Day.
The outlook for playing ball on Fast boys on friend Bent's table is a sample,
Day looks bad, unless the snaw drifts are "maple syrup in its season" is a truly nice
article.
There was no "West India" in
frozen pretty ha rd •
LaS t year th e 27 th of April, N. L. Keen that.
The pile of shingles lying in the mill
planted one acre of potatoes.
I think N.
shingle room the other morning, indicated
L. will have to wait a little this year.
Mrs. Lydia E. Hodgdon again seems that the boys have got the machine in orimproving.
der and can see even by lantern light to
Plenty of water now,
Mrs. Benj. Hodgdon is failing fast, and make good shingles.
is net expected to live but a few days at and work night and day will be the order
most.
K.
at the mill.

No.16.
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We often hear the remark, "How fast
the snow banks settle," but a general
glance over the fields and on the hillsides
show that while in Mass. they hunt Mayflowers, and find them, we must wait a
while ere the fragrance of "sweet trailing
arbutus" rewards the hunt.
The Ladies' Circle met at Mrs. Hazeltine's on Wednesday.
The brown bread
and baked beans grow better and better,
only confirming our statement
that the
Peru ladies know how to cook well. We
hope to see them interested in helping to
a little addition in furnishing the chapel,
as for instance, a carpet for the platform,
etc. A new Bible is ready. Who will
lead off?
V.

West

Sumner.

A few friends of Mrs. Emma Horr.e gave
them a surprise visit before their return to
Topsham, presenting
her with a silver
cake basket. An appropriate presentation
by Harlan Bisbee, feelingly responded to
by Mr. and Mrs. H., after which a pleasa11t evening was passed in plays, music,
etc.
Since the close of Prof. Chamberlain's
singing school, his scholars, not wishing
to lose what they have gained, meet about
once a week at their different homes for a
musicale, which is exce \lent practice for
them.
J',frs. H. H. Bryant, with her childrell,
is stopping at her father's, David Andrews.
Mr. B. has returned to Oldtown, where he
has been principal of the school five or six
years.
Mrs. Maria Glover, who has been visiting in Sumner for a few weeks, returned
to her home in Hartford the roth inst.
Dr. E. L. Bisbee was in town last week,
filling teeth, taking impressions, etc.
Wm. H. Colby is able to be on our
streets again, after having been confined
to the house a number of months.
The latest spring poetry is given by
Slocum.
We had no idea of rnch talent
in town!
Johnny Bacon, while coming to the vii!age last week, saw a crow run across the
road, and having HO gun, killed him with
a rail from the fence. Good for Johnny!
REM.

DIXFIELD.
Virgin and Stowell have just completed
the painting of H. M. Cox's dwelling.
Mr. Cox is about to repair and paint the
"Chub House" now owned by him and
occupied by Mr. Freeland Wing.
Our enterprising contractor and builder
]',Jr. Putnam, is making preparations
to
erect a residence for himself. as ,oon as
the ground can be broken.
He is to build
near Mr. Burnhams, on Weld St., nearly
opposite the house sold to Ezra Staples.
George Brown shows us an egg laid by
one of his Plymouth Rocks measuring 7½
x 6t inches. Next.
The work ofrepairing the church is soon
to be recommenced.
Mr. Putnam is now
waiting for the masons.
A new stove has
recently been put into the church.
Mr. John Holland's daugihter, her husband and child, are visiting Uncle John.
Mrs. S. C. Heald and daughter of Sumner are spending a few weeks with Mrs.
Heald's sister, Mrs. Park.
Operations preparatory
to building the
spool mill are in progress and work is to
bP. begun as soon as spring opens.
John Toothaker talks of erecting a house.
Emerson Ames is to move into the upstairs tenement at Dr. Wing's.
Mrs. Cleon Osgood of Hartford has just
returned to her home, after a three days
visit at Mrs. Park's.
Miss Retta Whitman is at Paris.
Johnson has just painted the inside of
the post-office.
Mrs. Toothaker expects a milliner soon.
It is reported that Donovan and Irish
are to saw the cedar that they have taken
from Siberia, this winter, at this place.
Rags and old rubbers taken in exchange
for goods, at Boston 5 Cent Store.
W. M. Hayden, Photographer,
has returned to Canton and opened his pltotograph saloon to the public for a very short
time.
Those wishing for photographs
will do well to call at once.

Born.
Hartford-Apr.
14th, to Mr and Mrs. A.
H. Alley, a daughter.

Died
Livermore-Apr.
8, Mrs. Fanny Campbell, aged 82 years.
Livermore-Apr.
IO,
Mrs. Hartwell
Barker, aged 77 years.
Fish Poles at Boston 5 Cent Store.
20 nice, cut glass, crystal goblets for $1,
at Boston 5 Cent Store.

employed a man to keep the dust oil'.his coach,

phaeton carriage anrl curricle; now ho has
REV.DR.TALMAGE.
hard w;rk to get shoes in which to walk. 'l'he

THE TELEPHONE,

T:1E BROOKLYN
DIVINE'S
DAY SERMON.

PUDU!SHED THURSDAYS, M

<tANTON,OXFORDCO., ME.

OnbJect of Discourse:
"A Broad Gos•
peL"
(Preached
at DeP
Moines,
Iowa,)

L N. GARVER,Editor and Proprietor.
Honduras is reported to be making
rapid strides in substantial development.
The national
debt is being reduced~
schools, colleges and telegraph lines _are
bein"' established, and roads are bemg
buil;.
Under this favorable oondition of
affairs American capital is :flowing into
the country, where it is =ply protected
by law, and valuable concessions granted
for publi'c improvements.
.A.bank-the
first in the country-has
j-ust been establishoo l:)y Americans $1 Tr:mdllo.

TE=: "Come thou and all thy house into
llie ark."-Genesis vii, 1.
We do not need the Bible to prove the
~lug!_sJ:i~
~~~oJ;~~ehfu~~:fio~~ng~n;:
top of some of the highest mountains of the
earth prove that at some time the waters
washed over th<>top of the Alps and the
Ande.,. In what way the catastrophe came,
we know not; whether by the stroke of a
comet, or by flash<>sof lightning, changing
the air into water, or by a stroke of the hand
of God, like the stroke ol'.the ax between the
horns of the. ox, the earth staggered. To
meet the catastrophe, God orcter1,-<l.a great
ship built. It was to be without prow, for it
was to sail to no shore. It was to be without
helm, for no human hand should guide it. lt

Circus clowns, says the Cincinnati
Commercial, are now just ·about the most
disconsolate
of professional
orators.
Witb.i.Ja a few years there has been a complete cbange in the ·system of running
tent shows. Formm•ly,the clown was the
star ,0f the circus.
His •name was the biggest thing in the bil1s, and his pictures
grinned at the ijiJUhlic:from the barn doors.
The ,clown took 'Up more time than anybody ,else with 'his jokes, his songs, and
his :pantomimes willli the ringmaster.
'I'hean he bothered everybody to buy his
song lloook. T.he -rest of the performance
wnsisted of nine or ten,acts.
People say
the circus isn't what it used to be. It
isn't. It usei:1to be •all clown and bareback rider.
The modern circus does not
adwe.:vtise the dlawn,and does not star any
rider or performer.
You will not find
even the name of a clown, rider, trapeze
performer, or,arrything of that kind upon
the Barnum ,or F,orepaugh bills, except
the h@nse programme,. no matter if the
best riders in the woi:ld are in the company. Everybody knows that things of
tlirat kinc1 are Tegular features of a circus,
~nd it is deemed useless to advertise them.
Only new ana peculiar features are especially mentioned.
iit takes something
startling or .unique to draw-Jumbo,
or
a whiite ,elephant, or something in the
fJ:1eak-0f-nature line. Barnum goes so far
in suppressing the clown that he does not
permit ,one of his dozen to speak a word
or ic.terrupt the performance in any way.
They must confine themselves
to pantomimic foolinl)i
0

::'fh~-e':ac\iI~~'.ft~~:~!~~~ablrt ~~~i:
Eastern of olden times.
The ship is done. The door is open. The
lizards crawl in. The cattle walk in. The
grasshoppers hop in. The birds fly in. The
invitatiou goes forth to Noah: "Come thou
and all thy house into the ark." Just one human family 'embarked on the strange voyage,
and I hear the door slam shut. A great storm
sweeps along the hills, and bends the cedars
until all the branches snap in the gale. There
is a moan il1 the wind like unto the moan ofa
dying world. The blackness of the heavens
is shattered by the flare of the lightnings,
that look down into the waters, and throw a
ghastliness on the face of th0 mountains. How
strange it looks! How suffocating the air seems!
The big drop~ of rain plash upon the upturned
faces of those who are watching the tempest.
Crash! go the rocks in convulsion! Boom go
the bursting heavens. The inhabitants of the
earth, instead of fleeing to house-top and
mountain-top, as men have fancied, sit down
in dumb, white horror to die. For when God
g~inds mountains to pieces, and lets the ocean
slip its cable. there is no place for men to fly
to. See the ark pitch ru1d tun1ble in the surf;
while from its windows the passengers look
out upon the shipwreck of a race, and the
earcasses of a dead world. Woe to the moimtains ! "\Voe to the sea!
I am no alarmist.
When, on the 20th of
SeptBmber, after the wind has for three days
been blowiI1g from the northeast, you prophe-

=======

!l'HE·ST..JO :BOOR.

.& Citv e'C 60,000

Thn.t Will Number 100,•
000 in Twelve Month■•

"Most remarkable statements are heard
in every hotel lobby and on every railroad
train aoout St. Joseph, Mo.," writes a press
correspondent. ''A large amount of Kansas
City, Chicago and St. Louis capital is being
invested~ St. Joseph real estate, and I hear
that a 11.umberof large enterprises employing
thoU8aJllds,ofmen and with a capital that tops
mi!liol!lS, ha;ve completed arrangements for
moving., bag and baggage, to this new center
of emigr.ation. I met a St. Joseph man on a
Wabash m-ain to-day. He tells me that the
immediate cause of the great boom is the ext.ension ef the Chicago, Rock lsla.nd & Pacific
Railroad. This great system is making St.
Joseph its Missouri River depot for its freight
and stock traffic between Chicago and the
Southwestern ranges, and has given the city
a prominence as a railroad center equaled
only by Chicago. The extension of the Rock
Island has iuduoed the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paw. to extend the diagonal southward to St. Joseph, and the Santa Fe
to come up direet from Topeka and Atchison,
in order to 500Ul'e.a short cut to Chicago, said
to be sixty miles shorter than by any other
way. The Rulo bridge will be completed by
the first of August, and that will send the
Bm·lington & Missouri trains from Denver
straight through St. Joseph, eastward via the
Hannibal. These and other favorablecircum.
stances have combined to bring about a
boom which, as I said in the outset, has be_
come the absorbing topic of conversation
in every prominent hotel lobby half way
across the continent. I hear of men who have
made a fortune in one day on an investment
of $1,000. People are buying lots in hollows
and on top of bluffs, and half the sales are
made from the map without an inspection of
the ground whereon they are located. The
city has about 60,000 inhabitants. and not
the least remarkable fact is that she is auoted
fn the last United States cens~
as
next to Portland, the richest town of

i;~~

~fu~~t<;.~e

!h~l~ft~i~~~~es~~~p~:~

perhaps the best manufacturing

and lt;rk-

~~~~gtEii~o~
t~im1:i~ w~ie ofeChi~;!
cover
440 acres of ground, and will
shortly
combine a hotel, Stock Ex1

~;~e
a~~h ~;:~:
fa~~iTes. pa~!1i
eapitalists are erecting a new $300,000 hotel,

~~i

~r~u°i!1:t~'d'cl
~%eft°uiiean~:d
c~bl~
roads, while the Council has just grante.d the
~~o~ tt7~ 1!~1~e~it~~~c1fn
~
the Boston Post's weekly clearing-house reports fur the past three months shows the per
centage of increase the largest of any

~~~ef~~dtf!:~~~eor~~~ r,i;~.'~Th:L~lJ

llhut him in." All the sins of a lifetime
olarnored for his overthrow. The broken
vows the dishonored Sabbaths, the outrageous p~·ofanities the misdemeanors of twenty
years, reached 'up their hands to the door of
the ark to pull him out: The boundless (!Cean
of his sin surrounded hlS soul, howling like a
simoom, raving like an euroclydou .. B~t,
looking out of the window, he s..w his sms
sink like lead into the depths of the sea. The
hi't:e!-~~~~~~hea;itio~;~;~~!h~
himto~ardheaven.
•'TheLordshuthimin."
The same door-fastenings that kept Noah in
keep the world out. I run glad to Jrnow that
when a man reaches heaven all earthly pray!"
0
troubles are done with him. Here he may
ctfcf;.e1:i~~lug~allbl~~!~~
~:~~ t!d.;tf~~~
f~g~~:C:!;°~o~
f3ife[.J
children! What would our homes be withhe may have wept bitterly; there ."the La1;1b othut th eTmh!Whe mady have dofne muchwf~rt
that in the midst of the throne will lead him
em.
ey ave one more or US.
to living fountains of water, and God will 4sa1verorawouni:tectheartthereislnthesoft
wipe away all tears from his eyes." Here he palm or. a child's hand! Did harp or flute
may have hard work to get ahOuse; butm :w_;, ?.~~J~:h\~~l].fy(,~i~u~J~:;
~J;halif~lt!
Father's house are many mansions, and rent- a.no-elsof God are oftendriven'back· but ~ho
daynevercomes.Herethereared03: th -beds,and co::i.es into the nursery without f~lino- that
coffins, and _graves; there no siclmess, no , angels are hovering around? They w~o die
weary watchmg, no cho~lllg cough, no con- in infancy go into glory, but you are expectSUIIllllgfever, no chattenng chill, no tolling fog your children to grow up in this world.
bell, no grave. The sorrows of life shall come Is it not a question, then, that rings through
up and knocl_i:!Ltthe door, but no admittanc~
all the corndors, and windings, and heights,
The perplexities of life shall _come up an
and depths of your soul, what is to beknock on the door, but no admittance. Safe come of your sons and daughters for time
forever! All the agony of earth Ill one 'Yave and for eternity. "GP' you say, "I mean
dashing against the bulwarks of the ship of toseethattheyhavegoodmanners."Verywell.
celestial hght shall not break them down. "I mean to dress them well, if I have myself to
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thought,
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storm comes, I will go in. Yes, I will. I
know what I am about. Trust me." After
ahwomhie·1,ehoenpea1ss1iesgh!
asbcao~ot
l~il~~v:S~cguslotol~fn~
~
f;:~~{\t6~~~di~~f:i\t~~ir~~:;!~ki~!~~t~1:
era.shes into him, and his horse becomes 11Ilmanageable, and he shouts, "Whoa! Whoa!d"
and takes another twist in the reins, an
plants his feet against the dash-board, and

;~i~Ju°h!~v:Jii;!a.
'to~~ft~~o :5Ji~:~
ing! Give him up! How dare you give him up1
Did God ever ltive thee up! vVhilstthouhasta
single articulation of speech left, cease not tl
pray for the return of that prodigal. He
may even now be standing on the beach a1
0
:
~~
:::;'.15, m!~ti!n.fp
rN~~e~
give him up. Has God promised to hear th)'
prayer only to lllock thee/ It is not too late.
In St. Paul's, London, there is a whispering·

1tifife1?,~

f

f{~!
Ji th:- g:Yf~;Yu:eh~! 1~°J:J:~~
!\ ih:
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opp"site side, agreat distance off. So, ever;
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;;d·n!s!k~!ayh~a!i~s
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housewife-

suspenders

your

Would it be proper to call an alley
where a street fight has taken place an
allegoryi
Poor people are like oysters in one respect.
A number of them have to sleep
in the same bed.
The base ball players, it is predicted,
will be out on strikes very frequently
during the season.
"You can't play that on me," said the
piano to the amateur, who broke down
on a difficult piece of music.
The postage stamp is particularly unfortunate.
When a man wants to lick it
he attacks it behind its back.

A physician says: "If a child doe&
not thrive on fresh milk, boil it."
How
does he expect a boiled child is going to
thrive?
"That's

what I call hush

money"

re-

A youth

is conscious

elders know until

how

little his

ho gets to be II!). elder

himself.
Then he realizes the cleficiencies of you th •
Customer:
"Do you have 'Night
Tho.ugh ts 1' " Salesman:
''No, marm,
I have to work so hard day-times, I sleep
powerful sound."
A recent novel says: "And he went
to bed and enjoyed

a· sound,

sleep."
How can a man enjoy
when he is unconscious?
A pretentious

dream}ess
anything

woman, who had proba-

bly heard of amulets,

boasted

that

she

An exchange has an article on th~
temperature of bumble-bees.
We should

f~e ;~~/euw~;hi~t'~he~\~~
heaven?

~:

::~~~~1f~~

fa&~l?~~tt~oe d~~hl~~joein!~r~:.
w~fhe;
seemed extremely poor. A benevolent gentle-

say that the question would largely depend on which encl of the bee was tested,
Jay Gould says that it made him very
sad to go to church when a boy. He

gr~~: made

10

aifcf~:r:an .. ~ 0
to be very poor, sir." "Poor, sir," replied the
man, "if there's a poorer man than
me a. troubling the world, God pity
0

0

you." "A what!" said the poor man. "A
rnlief." "Would it be a relief to have the
[lands chopped off from the body, or the heart
torn from the breast/ A relief, indeed! God
be good to us! v\That do you mean, sir?"

~!t:

1

take

~~~1t ~:i~1f;· wi: o~~~ i~:~~:sfle~~:
than Christmas or Thanksgiving: festival will

f:~~ini
~~~~ ~hihl~:n, ''\ntil~do~keit,
f? Yi!
sny so. I think it would be a great relief to

ti!~ ;

you

''kept off all sorts of evils by wearing an
omelet about her neck."

~I;i~?.1ii!;:Yf!8;;,~
~~ef~F~~f~-!~e}'.

J;:;i~;

before

i~~f~ba~d,ew:re!~ets~i!~•
H~~a~
where is SamueH Bring them in through

~i~f,;;~~~

:a:~-;::t!~

address

0

~~!.e~::

~;:;~ii~f.

out-A

i~rctfe~~J~;!t~;·s~,C~t:e;oi::
1~urinhf~
marked the man as he paid the druggist
d kn
"
for a bottle of paregoric to take home to
aGo t~~e and erect a family altar. Yoi. the baby.
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Crossed in love-The
girl makes you.

J ~~~:!;:"Father,

es~ 1;?~tte~fr

own

very tidy.
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s:;~

paper

A leading question-"Will
this horse to water~"
The ocean is like a good

B~~::
:i~bl~

0

J:S

°A~ls~l~h~~t

The best iliustrated
banknote.
A :flowery speech-An
a millers' con vcn tion.

f~:~~~~:.-:~tlsf~\~v~t:e::ef~~-!~n:.~

or two hundred invitations, carefully put up
and directed to the pru·ticular persons whom
he wishes to entertain.
But God our Father
makes a banquet, and goes out to the front
door of heaven and stretches out his hands ~~t:i:~v!~!
~~aih~
~ ni; i~em;~;
over land and sea, and, with a voice that to eternity. Out of the wreck of the era.sh
kinetrates the Hindoo jungle and the Greennd
1
~o\ bo:rck;d dri;.n· It butflel115be~:fa. ~
E~:uf~e-c~~idry~
a:cC ":erf:~v\o::
th
cries out:
'·Come, for all things are D~~~r a:J'~~id;n~he
ea;{f~r,fu!;:i~
now ready."
It is a
wide door!
The old cross .has been taken apart, and its ~~~~n:-i!;:;:e:S~,w~~~il\!:rri8;'ks
t~~i
two pieces are stood up for the door-posts, so with pain. The doctors come in, and they
far apart that all the world can come in.
Kings scatter treasures on days of great re- !~~;s'.t~t
dr:ifostil~~tlor~~~;~/ixz
0
0
time to read one of the promises. No time to
t~e j?w~i:t;f :-av~gRo~f!'.~~
said that he hoped to get into heaven through [eta:O~~~~lei~il~f:!~ne.i!iie r!t:e~ol:c~~~~
the crevices of the door. But he was not The wife faints.
The pulses fail. The heart
obliged thus to go in. After having preached
0
~~S~ut;a: t~eu~r~es. Oh, my God! dead!
~i!;tl;!~~~:t~p~~6-T!l
l have no doubt that derision kept many
heads, ye everlasting gates, and let this man
0
come in." The dying thief went in. Richard ;:p;e~~!
!Jhin~1:~d
Baxter and Robert Newtown went in. Europe, starting for the ark. Why, there will be no
Asia, Africa, North and South America mi
deluge If there is one, that miserable ship
will not weather it. Aha! goin~nto the ark!
k!.11ot~~~~~n~~:t~o~~~C:~!ft;a~:an
0
people. Luther said that this truth was
tf~:~~s~ee'.this ~
worth carrying on one's knees from Rome to into the ark." Under this artillery of scorn
Jerusalem; but I think it worth carrying all the man's good resolution perished.
around the globe, and all around the heavens,
And so there are hundreds kept out by the
that "God so loved the world that He gave fear of derision. The young man asks him1
self:
"What would they say at the store to~e~:
{~blfi':!te~o~ld' n~t~e;;~h:~;ti,!~;
morrow morning, if I should become a Chriseverlasting life." Whosoever will, let him
come through the large door. Archimedes ~~~d
I ?,H!~~o~:~:i;~ib:e~sceilwanted a fulcrum on which to place his lever, tian. Suppose you ru·e praying now. Get
and then he said that he could move the down on yom· knees and let us hear y0u pray.
world. Calvary is the fulcrum, and the cross
of Christ is the lever. and by that power all ~~fi'>1~i~i l3t~sifa~ ~i~~~e}!ilt~rtit°tf;
nations shall yet be lifted.
ih!\~~~j~~ ~~u&~f ~he~ ~fetE~~~OC:~~~;
;1'.~~e~;!}~t~ii;/:h~t
~h!han~trnt will kelp you at the la.st? When you lie down
ark was lifted, or rolled on hinges; but this on a dying pillow, which of them will be
door of. Christ opens both ways. It swings there 1 In the day of eternity, will ·they bail
out toward all our woes; it swings in to- you out?
My friends and neighbors, come in right
wru·d the raptures of heaven. It swings in to
away. Come in throu~h Christ, the wide
0
~~:c~~;to~~-in~ll~~-!
0~:\~UCh~~~ci.~
door-tb.9 door that swmgs out toward you.
Come in, and be saved. Come and be happy.
tians on earth and saints in heaven.
"The Spirit and the Bride say, Come." Room
0
in the ark I Room in the ark I
~tii:fs~g!;!:Jav!!1J\~;'
yo~ui
•~~~i~~vi!a_
0~~a~il~·
j
P~dfp:i
~~~~~a;~i~~;:5ed the lloocl.
I
Swing in, Oh blessed door! until all the all thou house." That means your wife and
01rr children.
You cannot drive them in.
0
~l~esh:!iins
inc:i~ lif~~ths;:~~let~~t~~i~
tte~~v~:~t;rf:~
~-k~it'e ;~~il~~;\~~~
victory.
scattered them. Some parents are not wise
But, further, it is a door with fastenings. about these things. They make iron .rules about
1
0
i:~~
b~i1~~:rfs
fh::;~t,8:sdt~ijgitl°c!;~
1~ <;'.1'h~~t1~/~~
would not be a safe vessel to go in. When and force downadoseofrhubarbandcalomel.
You cannot drive your children into the ark.
:~aSoo~n~tfh!a~
~:~d
ca.n draw your children to Christ, but
Unless those doors were fastened, the first You
you cannot coerce theni.
The cross was
heavy surge of the ma would have whelmed lifted, not to drive, but to draw.
"If I be
11
lifted up I will draw all men unto me." As
~~1~Je
~~f~i~~i~~tl:e!~1~a".E;1t~rt~~i
sun draws up the drops of morning dew,
shut him in." Oh, the perfect safety of the the
the Sun of Righteousness exhales the tears
ark! The surf of the sea and the lightnings so
of repentance.
1
1
"Come thou and all thyhouseintotheark.''
~~;~ea~1a"
0 :'mgf~
Be
that you bring your husband and
darkness to darlmess; but once in the ark, all wifesure
with you. How would Noah have felt
is well. "God shut him in."
if, when he heard the rain pattering on the
0
fin~~~!1ci~~bYf 1\i~e
r~ roof of the ark, he knew that his wife was
lend now he cannot borrow a dollar. He outside in the storm 1 No; she went with
once' owned a store in New York, and had Jilin. And yet some of you are on the ship
branch houses in Boston, Philadelphia and ~~~:,,a~rl~:ti:/iJ:
hy~~ni-~!!ig~
;
( New Or~l)ns. He owned f.our horses, and
:::~f:g~~f~~t.sot
i~~~~

r~

IIUMOIWUS,
It is a wise stock that knows its
par.

s;~~e;u~
~e~k:t~e~~t~
tt:t a~i;
fastenings. No burglars key can pick th::.t that the storm is coming, and that out of
19':k. No swarthy arm of hell can shove back Christ there is no safety! no pardon! no hope!
the bolt. I rejoiCP.that I do not ask you to no heaven!
come aboard a cra:.y craft with leaking hulk,
How to get them in! Go in yourself. It
and broken helm, and unfastened door; but Noah had staid out, do you not suppose that
an ark fifty cubits wide, and three hm1dred his sons, Shem, Ham, and J aphet, would have
cubits long, r-nd a door so large that the staid out! Your sons and dauizhters will be
round earth, without grazing the posts, might apt to do just as you do. J:<.ejectvnrlst yourbe bowl~d in.
. .
self, and the probability is that your children
Now, if the ark 'OfChr1St is so grand a place will reject Him.
0
~;~~\~k~VIt!~!
~:u ~h~t t~i~mg:~r°ii:~
diii"! aofcr~k~a.s in~ki!.f;i;~;t~fR.
1¥ncri~
shut Noah in shut the world out; and thC1ugh, families of pious parents, two-thirds of the
when the pitiless storm came pelting on their children were Christians. In the frunilies
heads, they beat upon the door, saying: where the parents were ungodly, only one"Let me in! let me in!" the door did not open. twelfth of the children were Christians. ReFor 120 years they were invited. They ex- sponsible as you are for their temporal existpected to come in; but the Antediluvians
ence you are also re&1)0nsiblefor their etersaid: "We must cultivate these fields; nity.' Which way will you take them! Out
we must
be worth more flocks of into the deluge, or into the ark!
Have you
0
0
~~ w~:et h:li1~1e J1d~~~t~~
:~oy':i~
:i:wa!~~fe
w1~f1rna~~;
;a,;he~ ~;
old farm a little longer." But meanwhile iud2:ment when God asks: "Where is George,
the storm was ~rewing. The fountains. of or Henry, or Frank, or Mary, or Annaf
heaven were filllllg up. The pry was bemi;:: Where are those precious souls whose inter-

~~;!
~~~a'ti!'p~f\t~~r;~ih
7°'.lf
a ~a.n ~~
about to give an entertainment, he issues one

ctt!e

th~
~~o~~!:,~~i,\Jg,~~Jh!
next twelve months.
Large additions to
the city are platted, bu~ .on the market and
sold in two dayl! for res1de1Wes,manufacturing and ~usinesa ~urposes, t~e real estate
deals rangmg from ,5250,000to 1700,000a !lay,
t;hose of last week !oo~up$3,500,000.

1ye seas_! The

ri~~~ti!eeL~d~tu°tt~t~'.;

may go in, ten millions abreast.
'l'he door of the ancient ark was in the side.
So now it is through the side of Christ-the
pierced side, the wide-open side, the heart
side-that we enter. Aha! the Roman soldier,
thrusting his spear into the Saviour's side,
expected only to let the blood out, but he

t~!

And then-one day the wakening natio~
say,
·'No doubt, this man's was an inspired layBow to the laureled head I"
And then-ho is bewept, and loved and
praised;
And then-enduring monuments are raised
To him long dead, long dead!
-[Gertrude Hall, in the Century.

B!;! !t:

r:i,
t~l,11;tu~:.~, V::ig/~h~~!rs~ a~a ik:~~l
by millions. Yea, all the nations of the earth

~~~1tf.~

The Poet,
He sings: and such unscornfu1 few as heed,
Say kindly, "Good, perhaps, but what's th&
need!"
And others mutter, "Words!
All has been said that there is need to say.
. .
What does he want, this piper bound to play
Before unlistening herds!"
And so the dreams that dazzled him at dawn
Decline, and as the silent night comes on,
Mad pray'r and protest cease;
Yet sickening hope through failure will
abide,
Until the hungry heart, unsatisfiedIn death finds its first peace.

~:dt/

th:~1/

:r~:1a: ;~~~~ic!~~l ~~;%1;;~1t'J~ifu~~
am I an alarmist when I say that a storm is
coming, compared with which Noah's deluge
was but an April shower; and that it is the
wisest and safest for you and for me to get
safely housed for eternity.
The invitation
that went forth to Noah ,sounds in our ears:
"Come thou and all thy house into the ark."
"vVell, how did Noah and his family come
into the ark! Did they climb in at the window, or come down the roof! No; they went
th.rough the door. And just so, if we get into
the ark of God's mercy, it will be through
Christ the door. The entrance to the ark of
old must :,.ave been a very large entrance.
We know that it was from the fact that
there were monster animals in the earlier
ages; and, in order to get them into the ark
two and two, according to the Bible statement, the door must have been very wide and
very high. So the door i11to the mercy of

~~~ili>8!

~iiZ

great deep of commercial dlsaster was broke;1
~~:d~c1~rtb:~~:!!·sr;:c1thr~;.3
ri~t h~u;~;
safely sheltered from the storm. "'l'he Lord
fl d f d
ti t
bl f 11
~::;.ht~~~~
a°id bere~~!~e~{~~m:. e T~~
rain pelted. The winds blew. The heavens
are aflame. All the gardens of ear thl y delight are washed away. The fountains ofjoy
are buried fifteen cubits deep. But, standmg
by the empty crib, and in the desolate nursery and in the doleful hall, once a-rmg with
meiry voices, now silent forever, he cried:

;fK~
~!~~ibi:~~!11cfot!<;;~~~d
"
0

:re~:~

SUN-

the finger shrank, but the ring staid on. Th~ ]
twain stood alone above a child's grave, an
~~~u:1;c11~~~~ ~tifet~~mJ;;'~~;;~/~oi
into the open grave. Days of poverty ca.me,
and the hand did many a hard day's work;
but the rubbin~ of_ th e _work ag~in st the
ring only made 1t shme brighter.
Shall that
ring ever be lost? Will the iron clang of the
sepulchre-gate crush it forever! I pray God
th at you who lhiavebeen Oh~·be\~n eai:ttwl!-Y
be together in eaven.
Y e ~me
1ss
of your earthly home; by the babes cradl°J
by all the vows of th at day when you star te
tha
:t~~!it~~
£h1:ik~u to see to it
t you
Come in, and bring your wife or your hus•
band with you-not by fretting about religion, or ding-donging th em about religion,
but by a consistent life, and by a comnng
prayer that shall bring th e th rone_ 0 . God
down into your bedroom. Better live m the
smallesthouseinBrooklynandgetinto
heaven
than live fifty years in the finest house on
Madison Square, and wake up at last and
find. that one of you, for all eternity, is outside the ark. Go home to-night; lock the
t/g~%e;:xi::i ~:n uEu!!1f !j~
:~
commend your souls to Him who has watched
you all these years; and, before you rise,'
thheadere,
anwillgel;>el
caryfim_ugttetorinang
ogfelWIIl.·.
'~e~~ld {~~y

ba~i:~::\:~~~ec~i~r~~hi~hmg1
o~~v1~:i~
lies can we afford to spare out of heaven!
Come, father! Come, mother! Come, son!

agreat many other men sad when
he left the church and went to Wall
street.
Husband
(impatiently
to wife)-"l
told you I only wanted half a cup of
tea, and, as usual, you've filled it up to
the top. Don't you know what half
full is?" Mother- in-law (grimly)-"She
ought to know by this time.
You've
been half full often enough."

'.1.'ooNarrow.

g~fy'e~~~l~i~~~~J~~~r~i~~hC~r~r.1::1s~~~'.
swings out to admit us; and it is not the
~~t\'t~~ii~! ~f~rl~~in~~~t;~tf~~i
hG~
that addresses you, saying: "Come thou and
w.l thy house into the ark."
And then may the Lord shut us in.

There was an estimable Quaker woman
who kept a boarding-house, and wa,3 so
prospered as to be often obliged to send
some of her p<itrons to lodge in the
houses of her neighbors.
Recently a
company of a dozen or so of BaltimoreTWO SCHOONERS
LOST,
ans, who had been recommended to this
Drifted Out to s..a-Narrow
Escape ot lady, arrived in the city, and at once reCrew-One Vessel Sunk.
paired to her residence.
The most severe snow and sleet st(r:n
"I can give thee all board," said she
known for years prcvailei op. the Unpe on
the 3d and 4th. The wiI1d reached a ,·elocity to the Marylanders, "but thee must sleep
of about sixty miles per hour, and di<! con- in Coffin's."
"What!"
cried the amazed spokessiderable damage. Trains were delayed on
account of heavy drifts. The schooner Annie man.
"That is the best I can do for thee,
M. Chadwick, Thacher from Providence for
a coal port, put in at Hyannis for shelter.
and if thee do not like it, thee can go
During the l;ilinding storm of Saturday night elsewhere."
she broke loose and had to b9 abandoned by
And the indignant visitors went.
the crew, A vessel was discovered sunk on
the southwest &hoal. It may be the Chadwick. 'l'ho s~liooner Ann Eliza.beth Kelley,
The Unha1>pyCreditor.
Harwich for Wew York, also broke away
from her mooring, and struck the breakFirst student-"Where
are you going,
water. The crew had hardly time enough to
save themselves by climb,ng to the top of '1'om1"
the breakwater when the vessel cleared herSecond stuclent-"To
my tailor."
self and drifted out to sea. The crew were
"Going to pay him what you owe
rescued by the crew of a British schooner
anchored here for a harbor.
him?"

I

The life ot a large steel gun Is churned to

"Not much.

When

he wants

moneJJ
tell

~~ ~~d~gs_i~~n~ne:"i~;/h1 6~a$ 7~,~gt;~~~.ot: he has to come to me, and then I
11
~J :rg~~~~~!~~ ;: ec~1::'ii:e!ll: 76otto\1~
87f.1o him when to come again. "-[Siftin£rs.
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Many ladies have the habit when sewing of biting off threads iuste:vl of cutting them with a scissors. For either
natural or artificial teeth this is bad and
soon necessitates repair.•. The edge of
the teeth becomes very rough by the
brcakinc: of the enamel when thread is
bitten off many tr mes at the same place
on the tooth, ns is liable to be the case,
for all the muscular force exerte'l by the
jaws iq centered upon the small space
measured by the width of a thread.
A Brl::ht w·oninn'•
lVork,
A monument of woman's industry is
lhe Bnycaux tapestry described in so intercstin,:; a way in Scribner's Magazine.
It is over 200 feet in length and almost
twen1y inches wide, and covered with
cmhroiclery
representing
historical
scene'.
Only tbi .:k of the long day~,
merging- into weeks and months, which
it must have taken. The ecenes are very
sp:ritecl, too, even though there are impos,iblc horses wit.Ii blue legs and green
feet. The work is said to have been
done by a vcrit:thle Queen, the wife of
William the Conqueror.
If so it was
undoubtedly a means of passing away
hours which, in those days of no books
or papers, no shopping and no social
privileges, hung heavily upon the hands
of a bright woman.
Removinr.;

Hairs

on the

Isashes, and, in short,

all sorts of disAnd the wom_en are alJ ways eat~ng, smoking,
or lollm~ about
• on the d1vans.-B:~lyn
Magazme,
A Romance
of the Mint,
Some ye,1rs ago Miss Anna Longstreth
was a beautiful, pennileo.s girl, and
worked in the Philadelphia Mint, One
day a party of sight-seers came through
and stopped to mop their brows, for it
was July, in the adjusting room. This
department of th~ place is, in the warm
;nonths, simply a "Blnck Hole of Calcutta" on a small scale, and the poor
women and girl~, who toil there sometimes till late at night, fall down and
faint, and are dragged out to revive by
the dozen. In the party that stopped
ne11rMiss Longstreth were Lord Bement,
who owned, and still owns, extensive
landed interests in the West, and his
companion, Captain Jasper Richardson,
R. N., a gallant young blade with an
income of seventy-five thousand dollars
a year. The young Englishmen were
seeing the country, and had intended
to "do" it from Niagara to the Yoscmite. But Captain Richardson fell so
desperately in love with Miss Longstreth, and so compassionated her condition in the terrible heat of the room
from which, during most of the working
hours, all air and draught were necessarily excluded, that he concluded to
marry her out of hand if she would have
him. And his friend, Lord Bement, did
his best to help him. They succeeded
in persuading Miss Longstreth's parents,
who had been rich and were then very
poor, of the genuineness of Captain
Richardson's affection and the wedding
took place. Her life in London has not
thrown Mrs. Richardson
much wit~
other fair Americans. She has become
one of her husband's family, and met
with much favor at court. She is described as a perfect beauty, brunette,
tall, and with a great coil of black haiz
on her neck.-[Argonaut.
! order and dirt.

IInbit.

Lip.

''Oh, yes," said a .surgical student,
"women can have their upper lips cleared
of incipient moustaches by electricity.
An illustration of the process was given
lately before a clas, at the ·women's
College. The students had seats in a
small ..mphitheatre,
Lefore a surgeon's
chair, which reGcmbled a barber's chair
suggestivdy.
The demonstrator was an
expert in electricity.
He first brought
in a battery, attached to which were
wires, one endmg in a needle and the
other in a handle. Then he introduced
a girl. She was French, and could not
speak much English.
I presume he had
hired her for the purpose, though she
might well desire to submit to the ordeal,
for on her upper lip was a clec\dedly unprelt'y growth of hair. She was a neat,
nice-looking creature, with an olive skin
'l.nd piquant features.
"The operator placed the handle of the
machine in one of her handq, and told
her to grip it steadily. That was to kec:p
up a current through her whenever be
touched her with the needle. He fixed
a magnifying glass in his eye, bent over
her ns she lay back in the chair, stuck
the neecllc along down the course of a
single hair to its root.
'' 'Ouch-h-h !'" exclaimed the girl.
''But she said that she could stand it,
that the hurt was not mud1, and so he
went on gently stabbing the hairs, the
electricity each time removing one of the
hirsute offences. Fifty were thus done
away with at this sitting.
The operator
explained thay could never· grow again,
but that the process should be carefully
conducted in order not to make tiny
scars.--[Ncw York Sun.
'

Faahion Note ■ .
All dress collars are very high.
Jackets and short wraps remain very
short.
Long wraps will soon be laid aside
until next fall.
Shepherd's checks are again in fashionable favor.
We are to have another embroidery
and lace s~ason.
Side panel!.' are more frequently
pleated than plain.
There is a return of popular favor to
glazeJ kid gloves.
Hats are as high and as vaned in form
and trimming as ever.
Cloth is the very latest thing for wedding gowns, and the dead soft white of
the fabric is becoming to the skin.
Soutache gimps are to be stylish on
cloth costumes, relieving the great severity of the perfectly plain finish,

SUIENTIFIC SURil'S.
A new absorbent preparation is made
from the cocoanut fibre.
lt is called
cofferdam, and will hold like a sponge
from twelve to fourteen times its own
weight of water.
A system of standard time, similar to
that now prevailing forrailway purposes
in this country, will probably be adopted
by the Norwegian parliament. The time
fur the whole of Norway wi'.l be one hour
in advance of that of the Greenwich observatory in England.
Prof. Jaeger claims that the odor of a
camel's hair, whirh is so distinguishable,
has a most beneficial use. He asserts
that it produces sleep in persons su;ffering
from insomnia, and be advises them to
sleep on pillows covered with camel's
hair and stuffed with hair.
For some time past experiments have.
been made in Germany with a composition of cork, sand and lime moulded into
bricks for the construction of light partition walls. This, it is said, excludes
sound better than
brickwork,
and is
also light and a good non-conductor
of
bent.
It seems strange that out of more than
120,000 species of plants known to
botanists only about 250 have been put
to use by man; yet this proportion is
much greater than in the annual world,
irom which only 200 species have been
selected,
while the anim'.11 kingdom
reckons millions of species.
Sohneke states that the electricity
which is discharged during a thunderstorm is produced by the friction of
water and ice, that is, that the ice is
electrified by friction of water.
Just
before a thunder-storm water-clouds and

Imlian Pain Relievement.
The Apachc-1.IojnvcR sometimes resort
to the Tonto medicine mcu to receive
the rattlesnake treatment for the re:ief
of p:iin.
At the agency one day the ratt:ing of
a snake attracted my attention, and on
approaching a group of Iudiauq from
which the sound seemed to proceed I
found a medicine man squnttint( down
holding a large rattlesnake in !tis right
hand, the thumb and index finger <Jf
which encircled it clogc to its head,
while he gentiy stroked its back with
his left.
Presently an old man advanced to him,
and, saying he had a l)ain in his head,
squatted on the ground. The medicine
rr:an arose, and, placing himself behind
his patient, coiled the snake around his
head, and, while holding it there,, uttered a gutteral
chant, occasionally
causing the snake to vibrate its rattles.
He then quick'.ly uncoiled the snake and
swung it head foremost away from the
man's head, at the same time making
the sound whist.
The man then pointed to bis right
arm, and the medicine man laid the
snake nJong the limb, its head resting
on the band. He chanted again, caused
it to rattle, and swung it away as before.
The old man arose, and with a satisfied
air walked away.
Other patients succeeded him to have the snake laid on
various parts of the body.
After II time the medicine man rested
the snake on the ground again, and,
still retaining his hold of it with his
right hand, put a pinch of yellow pollen
into its mouth with the left, and rubbed
some along its belly. He then held his
hand out to a man, who took a pinch of
the powder and rubbed it on the crown
of a boy's head. Yellow pollen treated
in this manner is a common remedy for
headache, and may frequently be Been on
the crown of the head of men and boys. American Antiquarian.
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EXHAUSTED
VITALITY
A GreatMedicalWorkfor Younr
andMiddle-Aged
Men.

If a man cannot readiiy recognize
merit, it is very certain that he has nooe
9
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ice-clouds appear simultaneously in the ==h~im~
~e~lf~.
sky.
The friction of these particles of
ice and water is a sufficient cause of the
URlS WHE
electricity which is generated.
Best t':~fd;e~Y
A mercurial thermometer held in the
sun's rays, and not in contact with any
other body, will show but little rise in
HAINESVILLE,
N. J,, !
temperature, the radiant heat being reOctober 15, 1886. f
flected from the bright surface of the
E.T. HAZELTINE,
mercury, like light from a mirror. But,
Warren, Pa.
Dear Sir:
if the' bulb be coated with lampplack or
I
was
taken
with a very
some absorbent heat 1 a rise in temperasevere cold last Spring,
ture will be indicated at once. So the
and tried every cure we
heat rays from the sun may be passed
had in the store, and could
get no help.
through a lens of ice, and concentrated
I had our village doctor
to a sufficient degree to ignite combustiprescribe for me, but kept
bles placccl at the focus, without melting
getting worse. I saw anthe ice of which the lens is formed,
other physician from Port
Jervill, N. Y., and he told
me be used Pisa's Cure
Photography at Sea.
for
Consumption in hill
Photography at sea is becoming quite
practice.
Ueward for Uo7
frequent, an<l is a means of recording
case or Kidney
I bought a bottle, and
1'roubles,
I\ e..,_
many interesting scientific and other
before I had taken all of.
vouo Debility•
it there was a change for
lhentnJ
or Ph3rsfe1tl
,,:,eaknei;ts
that BotRnte
facts. Much light may thus be thrown
Ne•·ve Bitters
fail to cure. ~flc. IIerb .Medicine~
the
better.
Then
I
got
my
l:$ .N. 11th St., Phil'a, Pa. Sold by all Druggistsupon the science of wave torm and inemployer to order a quannumerable other marine subjects. Photity of the medicine and
tography is also capable of se1·ving the
keep it in stock. I took
one more bottle, and m7
marine architect to great advantage. An
Cough was cured.
instantaneous picture of a vessel when
Respectfully,
moving through the water is a valuable
FRANK McKEEET.
subject for study by the designer of hulls
and engine builders.
To be of this service the speed of the vessel must be
known. This data may be obtained
from the picture itself by the length of
the vessel being known, and by a sre•
to $8 per <lay. Samples wortb $1.50 FREE
Ltnes not under the horse'a reet. Addresa
cial rig for the photographer.
A shutBRE'IUTl<ll llAJ'XTY REIN HOLDll, HollJ', M!ci',
ter is required which will give two in■
to Soldier ■ & Heirs. Send ot&xnp
tor circulars.
COL. L. BING,
stantaneous (so-called) exposures, the
HAK, At$'.J', Wuh!ngton., D. 0
time between exposures being known.
For instance, a vessel two hundred feet
long is to be photograph3d
at speed,
and while going slow, etc. One second
elapses between the two exposures, and
two images of the vessel appear upon
the picture,
By applying a scale to the
photograph
we find that the vessel
moved one-twentieth of her length in
one second, or just ten feet; by a little
calcula\ion this is found to equal about
6. 82 miles per hour. The speed thus
being known, the "throw of water" or
position of waves on the vessel may be
studied at leisure by the designer.
Two images of the vessel upon the same
,,...._DREYDOPPEL
S BORAX SO.AP WUERIVER
KNOWN IS
..lCXl(OWLKDGED
TO Bi:!:THI: ST..lXDAitD OF EXCELLENCE,
plate interferes somewhat with the
.,!iD YOU itAY OFTEN HIUR
1HR EXPRESSION,
"THIS IS
AS GOOD .AR DnEYDOPPEL'S."
Do
NOT BF. PECEJVED.
study of waves, but if a second camera
A.NY GROCl:tt
WILL GET IT TOP.. YOU .AND YOU WILL
ADD TO 1·ouR
OWN PJ,E.ASUR~ .J.ND PROFIT BY USINQ
be employed a distinct picture may be
IT,
$OLD IN FULL POUND 8,\RS ONLY, .lND GUAR.J.NtEED
TO OIVE RETTER
SATIST,1,CTION
IN W.J.SHINQ
taken at the same time the dual view
WOOLENS,
FLANNELS,
SILIS,
.H(D .A.LL TlSlt
F.J.BRlCS
TB.J.N ,U4T OTB&R SOAP,
is secured, and the single view used for
purpose of study, the speed being determined as before from the dual view.

Fancy straws of all kinds promise to
be fashion able both in bonnets and bats,
two and three kinds being used to give
varied effects.
Turkish Women at Home,
Black and white combinations are
The women are utterly irresponsible
still to be fashionable the coming season
beings in their h us \Jand's eye~, and they
and there is never anything more ladyare treated in most ways like children;
like than these.
'provided for, comfortably, Jed, clothed
Every sort of fabric has dashes of red
and amused, but not educated.
While
naturally docile and intelligent, they in it to be very stylish. Light blue combecome shrewish through the ignorance bined with deep red is one of the season's
in which they are kept. They are gen- fashions in wash costumes.
Chantilly net is the prettiest of all
erous with that unthinking
generosity
that causes a child· to give away the piece net laces for making black lace
most expensive toy, not knowing the costumes, and will be the staple fabric
cost. A Turkish woman will at any for dressy costumes this summer.
Gauze ribbon is employed largely for
moment, if the caprice seizes her, give
Some have true lover's
away her finest jewels. Their hospitali- all purposes.
knots interwoven on a pink ground, one
ty is too well known to require mention.
They always have coffee and sweet side blue and the other side gray.
Ruchipgs are to be a favorite trimming
meats served for any and all guests, and
when they feel that the visit has lasted on light fabric where the trimming is of
silk and have taken the place of the
Jong enough they clap hands, and the
flat plisse trimmings of last season.
caffejee brings a second cup of coffee,
The cocked hat is among the fashionand that is the signal. No guest can
able styles for some wear. Plumes of
stay longer than to drink this. Somemedium length trim such ,head gear, and
times the time between drinks is decidnothing else is needed except a full
edly short.
rosette.
The women and children do not unStripes are very stylish this season and
dress at night, but add a wadded nightshould be mado up with the petticoat
robe to the clothes they already have
having the stripes run in bayadere fashHi!."Autograph Returned.
on, and sleep thus summer and winter.
ion and those of the overdress, up and
The Christian Advocate tells this
They close all the doors and windows,
down.
story:
A celebrated man knew how to
and sleep several in one room, and
Iron buttons in very delicate work, make a most excellent cup of coffee.
doubtless would suffer dreadfully from
manship are among the more expensive A well-known minister wrote to him
the confined air, were it not that Turksorts for outer garments.
Enamel is asking for the recipe. His request was
ish carpenters never have heard of the
mixed with this material with very pretty granted, ·but at the bottom of the letter
plumb line, and so windows and doors
effect.
_____
was the following manifestation of stuall have crevices which supply ventilaWhat He Wanted.
pendous conceit: "I hope that this is a
tion. The talcs of oriental rnn.gnificence
fail to impress one who has visited the
Professor Snore, of the University of genuine request and not a surreptitious
best harems, for they arc one and all Texas, is very absent-minded. Tom An- mode of securing my autograph."
To
pictures of dirt and wanton extrava- jerry, one of 1hJ students, seeing him which the minister replied: "Accept my
thanks for the recipe for making coffee;
gance,. 'l'he only gre:..t clisplny is in tbe standia~ , n the street car track asked:
"Profe sor, w·1y do you stand on the I wrote in good faith, and in order to
~mouni of ru~s and ji:rwelry. Cn the
convince you of that fact allow me to re:floorsof the general room for :he women, streetcar t1ac'.d'
• •So I will not forget that I've got to turn what you obviously infinitely prize,
or the private suites, it is always the
but which is of no value to me, your ausame--cigarottc en els, candies, nut shells, take the car," was the dreamy reply. . tograph."
ll.eck:laces, gold embroidered slippers and fSiftin2:s.
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WORKBASKETS,

HOUSEKEEPER.

\York-baskets crocheted in single crochet
from fish twine, are made a size smaller
than the wooken box frnm which they are
J wa~ walking in Savannah, past a church decayed
and dim,
to be shaped, as when wet with the starch
\Vhen there slowly through the window came a
plaintive funeral hymn;
they stretch considerabl_y.
Stiff boiled
.And a sympathy awakened, and a wonder quickly
starch should be thoroughly rubbed in the
grew,
T'ill I found myselfenviro11cd
in a little negro pc,Y. work and then stretch it over the box, and
Out at front a colo,cd couple ~al in s01-ro,,, nearlv
tic securely to hold in place until dry.
wild,
Then remove from the box and give it a
On the altar was a coffin, in t:1e coffin was a child.
l could picture him when living-curly
hair, procoat of shellac dissolved in alcohol.
Let
truding lip..\nd had seen perhaps
a thou<;and in mv hurried
this get entirely dry, and then give it two
::;outhcrn trip.
•
more coats, drying between each. After
Hut no baby c::vcr rcste<l in the :;oothing- arms of
which varnish with copal varnish, and if
death
That had fanned more Hames of sorrow with his "·ell done it will be the color of bamboo.
fluttering breath;
And no funeral e,·er glistened with more sympathy
The lid of the work box should be made
profound
the same way. Line both box and lid with
Than was in the ch:1in of tear drops U1at en clasped
those mourners round.
blue satin.
Place inside a little needle
Rose a sad old colored preacher at the little wooden case and pin-cushion of the material of the
desk,
,Yith a manner grandly awkward, with a counte- lining and attach the lid to the box with
nance grotesque;
ribbons.
\V~th simplicity an<l shrewdnc:,;~ on his Ethiopian

THEFUNERAL.

face;
\Yith the ignorance
dying race.

and wisdom

of a crushed,

un-

ASTONISHING
Su'CCESS.

It is the duty of every person who has
used Boschee·s Germ,w ,5yrup to let its
wonde,·ful qualities be known to their
friends in curing Consumption,
severe
Coughs, Croup, Asthma, Pneumonia, and
Now, Jle didn' give you <lat baby, by a. hundred
in fact all throat and lung diseases.
Ko
thousand mile!
Hejist think you ne::d some sunshine. an' He lend person can use it· without
immediate reit for awhile!
lief.
Three
doses
will
relieve
an_y
case,
.An' Ile let you keep an' love him till your heart
was bi;.rger grown ;
.
.
.
and we consider it the duty of all DrugAn' dese silver tears you're shcddm's Jest de rntcrest on de loan.
gists to recommen·d it to the poor, dying
"Here yer oder pretty chilrun !-Don't be makin' it consumptive,
at least to try one bottle, as
Dat yiEr\~~rve got sort o' 'oopilized by this little 80,000 dozen bottles were sold last yea,·,
fellow here.
and no one case where it failed was reportJ)on' pile up too much your sorrows on deir little
mental shelves,
ed. Such a medicine as the German SyrSo's to kind o' set 'em wondcrin' if dey're no ac
up cannot be too widely known.
Ask your
count themselves!
druggist about it. Sample bottles to try,
"Just yon think, you poor deah mounahs, creepin'
•
'long o'er sorrow's way,
sold at IO cents.
Regular size, 75 cents.
\Vhat a blessed little picnic dis yere baby's got toSold by all Druggi$tS and Dealers, in the
dav !
l,.our g-o·od faders an<l good moders crowd de litt]e
United States and Canada.
eo1q2
follow round
.And he said, "Now, don' be wecpin' for .dis pretty
bit o' clay,
For de little boy who lived there, he done gone :ind
run away·!
] le was doin' very finely, and he ipreciate your love;
But his sure 'nuff Father want him in de larg·c
house up above.

J n de ang-cl-tended garden
Ground.

''An'

~;?'h~!lt~W;

;

ot de Big

~:~!~
your

5 1

Plantation

UMBRELLA
HOLDER,
feet sore?' an' take

An' elev wash him, and dey kiss him, an<l dey say,
'1'tow, what's de news?'
An' de Lawd done cut his tongue loose, den de
little fel!o,v sav:
'All our folks down~ in de valley tries to keep de
hebenly way.'

'An' his eyes dey brightly sparkle at de pretty
things he ,,iew;
Den a tear come, and he whisper: 'Rut 1 want my
paryents too !'
But de .Angel Chief ),fusician teach dat boy a little
song;
Says, ·If only dey be faithful, dey will soon be
comin' 'long.'

A usefnl as well as ornamental
umbrella holder for hanging on the wardrobe
door can be made in this way: Take unbleached linen canvas and cut a strip about
one yard long (or length of umbrella) and
ten inches wide. To this add or lay on
top a similar sized piece. Stitch down
through the centre.
This gives two pockets or cases for umbrellas.
Sew red or
colored braid loop on at top to hang by.
They are prett_y with appliqued figures or
monograms,
worked in bright colored
silks and bound to match.

JUST RECEIVED

The Appetite
::\lay be increased, the Digestive organs
strengthened, and the bowels regulated,
by taking Ayer's Pills, These Pills are
purely vegetable in .their composition.
They contain neither calomel nor any
other dangerous drug, and may be taken
with perfect safety by persons of all ages.
I was a great sufferer from Dyspepsia
and Constipation.
I had no appetit(',
and was constantly affhcte<l with Headache and Dizziness.
I consultecl onr
family doctor, who prescribed for me, at
Yarious times, without affording more
than temporary relief. I finally commenced takmg Ayer's Pills. In a short
time my digestion and appetite

A CARLOAD OF

IMPROVED
:J;eb1'tr~l:h;3~~y~ei~~J;~f
my tendency to headaches

~i~~~im:
had disap1

lbe;:~~•k~i~:a~~\Vil~i~;?o~~lb~t
•I was troubled, for over a yt>ar, with
Loss of Appetite, an,t General Debility.
•I commenced taking Ayer's Pills, anti,
before finishing half a box of this me<licine, my appetite and strenl!th were restored. - 0. O. Clark, Danbury, Conn .
Ayer's Pills are the best medicine
known to me for regulating the bowels,
and for all diseiises caused by a disordered
Stomach an,l Lh·cr. I snffere<l for over
three years with Headache, Indigestion,
and Constipation.
I had no appetite, and
was weak anJ nervous most of the time.

l shall opP.n my TIP-pository May 1st with 50 Open and Top carriages of different
st.,·li-~ an<l makes.
H,mieBses. Uobes, \Vhips, Blankets, Etc., or anyLheng you
niay want; to tit ont a team, can be fonnd at

C. W. MOORE'S.

BY USING

C:}rnton. April 20, 1887.

lCtf'

three boxes of Ayer's Pills, and at the
same time dieting myself, I was completely cured. J\Iy digestive organs are

~~:itf! p~L°i1:~o~~;
io~1:k!'.
if!~!~ct
0

1

Ayer's Pills have benefited me wonderfnllv. For months I suffered from Indigestion and Headache, was restless at
night, and had a bad taste m my mouth
every morning. After taking one box
of Ayer's Pills, all these troubles disappeared, my food digestell well, and
my sleep was refreshing.-Henry
C.
Hemmenway, Rockport, Mass,
I was cured of the Piles by the use of
Ayer's Pills. They not only relieved me
of that painful disorder, but give me increased Yigor, and restored my health. John Lazarus, St. John, N. B.
*

Pills,

Ayer's

Prepared by Dr. J. C.Ayer & Co., Lowell, Maee.
Bold by all J )ruggists ;lJH.l Dealers in MediciuP,.

IS NOVI THE ORDER OF THE DAY.
I wish to mtorm my customers that I am now prepared
to show my spring stock of WaH Papei•s,
which was
n~ver larger than this year, comprising Browns, Whites. Satins, Micas, and an elegant line of about 30 Styles in Gilt.
Having purchased a maehine for trimming paper, I shall hereafter trim all paper bought of me, Free of Cost.
I have also a large line of

TOCONSUMPTIVES.WINDOW
SHADES
ANDFIXTURES,

The undersigned having been restored
to health by simple means, after suffering
--AND-fvr several years with a severe lung affection, and that dread disease Conmmption,
'' An he'll ~et an education datwill prober Iv be worth
is anxious to make known to his fellow
Scbcral times as much as any you coulll buy for
sufferers the means of cLire. To those who
him on earth;
desire it, he "~ill cheerfully send (free of
J{e'll be in de Lawd's big school house. widout no
conte1'npt or fear,
charge) a copy of the prescription
used,
\.Vbilc dere's no end to de bad tings might have
which they will find a sure cure for Con•
happened to him here.
sumption,
Asthm:a,
Cabrl'h,
B!'oncl:!ifa
and
OYSTER Pm.-,-Make a rich puff paste;
"So, 1~Ji/J~:~sd:1~~,ted mounahs, let ~our he:trts
Don't fail to examine my 8tock before purchasing elsewhere.
for the top crust roll out twice as thick as all throat and lung Mahdies. He hopes
all
sufferers
will
try
his
Remedy,
as
it
is
.An' don't go to critersizin· dat ar One wot knows
for fruit pie, about the ordinary thickness
inrnluable.
Those desiring the prescripthe best!
.
J{e have sent us many comforts-Ile
have right to for the lower crust, 1111,•a pudding
dish, tion, wt1ich will cost them nothing, and
ta.kc awaymay prove a blessing, will please address,
To the Law<l be praise an' glory, no an' ever! and fill with crusts of dry bread or cracker,
REV. EDWARD A. WILSO:'<, Williamsburg,
Let us pray."
butler the edges that you may be able to King's Count)', New York.
- Will Carle/011, i11 Jiarpcr's Weekly.
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When in Canton be sure and
lift the upper crust without breaking it,orcall a.t the
?iENGLE
WORKANDRECREATION. nament the upper crust heavily at the
TIME-TABLE,-In Effect Nov, 1, '86,
edge, and cover the mock pie. Cook the
GOING SOUTH.
GOING NORTH.
A gentleman
having been cured of
(l)ysters
as
for
a
stew,
only
breaking
into
Lvc, A. M.-:\-TXD MAIL
Lve,
Nervons Prostration,
Scmi11al WPakness,
There are many employments
calling
d-1lhertville,
9 oo
P. i\1..A. M
them
at
the
last,
2
eggs,
and
thickening
Pn'mature
Decay.
and
all
the
evil
effects
for attention
in the spring.
I know <'lf
and see the
Canton,
4 15 9 15 Boston,
7 oo of early indiscretion and youthfnl folly.
with
a
spoonful
of
fine
cracker
crumbs;
"Fuller
fload,
I
A. :!\f. P. :\J.
nothing so healthful and absorbing, and
is a11xio11s to malrn known to others the
which will so well and thoroughly
divert they should stew but five minutes, then
~r~{~~~~ ner'
r~~,:~:~o~~ ~;,T. ~~
sirnple '.node of SELF CURE
T? th?se
*Warren 1-l'd,
I
:Mechanic F'ls S 45 3 15
who wish and I •
, will give
one's mind from worry and care, as the pour in the oysters and serve hot.
Buckfield,
5 30 9 55 \Ve;st J\1inot,
9 05 3 27
him their symptoms, he will send (free) In
*PackarJR'd,
1
'1<flcarcc R'd,
preparation for and cultivation of flowers.
Tinware
Glassware,
and
BROWN BETTY.-Pare
and slice some b,v rrturn n1:1il a <'Op_v of the recipe so
East Hebron,
5 50 IO 05 East IIebron,
9 30 3 37
Ilow well they repay all the love and at*Bearce
Il'd,
*Packard
R'd,
Crockery,
a
Full
Line
of
which
nice cooking apples.
Take as deep a pud- SllCCf"SRfullyused ill bis ('HS<',
West 1vlinot,
6 15 10 18 Buckfield,
IO 15 3 50
tention bestowed on them!
How much
1
Adrlress
in
confidence.
JAMES
\V.
[arnve.
'1<\Varren R'd,
will be sold at Bot.tom Prices.
ding dish, or baking tin, as you may have,
they contribute to the refinement and hapPr'.\KNEY, 42 Cedar St .. N. Y.
ly52
MechanicF'ls
6 40.10 32 East Sumner, 10 35 4 04
and cover the bottom with a layer of dry
Lewiston,
7 40 11 15 Hartford,
10 50 4 10
piness of home!
They give pleasure to
P. :r-.1. *FulJer Road,
bread crumbs, then put in a layer of apPortland,
S 25 12 05 Canton,
11 15 4 25
our guests, and to a sick friend they are a
r.
M.
[arrive.
ples and season with a little brown sugar,
benediction.
Let not tbe spring work of
Bosto~ __
I _r5~_{JJlbcrtville,
4 35
Remember the Place •Holt's
1
some butter, and any spice you like. Pour
*Trains stop only on signal.
the house, necessary as it is to our health,
on a little cold water and put in more
Biock-N
ext door to P. 0.
prevent our heeding the call of these sweet,
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
Seeing is believing, so call at my place
bread crumbs, and so on till your dish is and be convinced that mv \Vvandottes are
AT '\¥EST MI::-lOT.-Dailv,with
mail train,for Jlelovely stars that in "earth's
firmament
bron ...'\.cademy, 3 1-2 miles:
full, making the last layer of apples. Bake, strictly first-class.
They a,:e the best of
~hine,"
AT BucKFJELD.-Daily,
with mail train, for
There is time for the performance of all and eat with butter and sugar, sour gravy, layers. No matter what the breed, no man
TEACHER OF VOCAL MUSIC.
Chase's Mills 4 miles, Turner 6 miles, No. Buck.·
can present a better egg record than mine.
or any sauce you prefer.
I have Peerless and Stanley organ which field 3 miles, and \.Vest Sumner 7 miles.
our duties, and it is not right that the
Eggs $1.00 per setting of 15. • Plymouth
AT CANTON.-Da.ily,
with mail train, for East
Rock, 50 cts. per setting of r5. Satisfac- I sell at reasonable prices; warranted for Peru 5 miles, \Vest Peru 10 miles,Dixtield 10 miles,
housekeeper should miss the "new life in
five years. 'l'nose iu want of an organ or
1
tion guaranteed.
C. T, BONNEY, JR.,
every gale, the summons of the gentle
is:
~1~
o~~~~o~{,sm;~c~;i };;~~bA
f_
piano will do well to call on or address
211114
Canton. Me.
south wind from his blue throne of air,"
the above.
These organs are well made so for Brittun's l\1ills, Livermore, 5 miles.
When Baby waa sick, we 1!2:rs bor Ciwtor'Ia,
AT
GTLBERTVILJ.E.-Daily,
with
mail
train,
for
in every resµect,quick
in action. brill:ant
to come out into the fields and the woods
Canton Point 1 1-4 miles,
W11en she W3.S a Child, she cried for ( 'astoria,
in tone, and voiced EO they are easy to
L. L. LINCOLN,
SuPT.
and learn lessons of hope, praise and trust Whan she hecarnt1 .:.dins, she clung to Ca..'!to~ia,
si:1g with.
They are second to none.
The subscriber
having purchased
a lot
from the opening wild flowers, the bud- Whan she had Children, ah3 gavo tL.0111 Cast-0ria,
1
of
fine
pure
blood
\Vyandottes,
seven
pulding trees, and the gaily murmuring
;a~r(!R!E~e~1~
lets nine months old, will furnish sittings
st
brooks.
The birds sing the'ir sweetest
of eggs 13 for 75 cents.
The_ birds a'.·e amp, ri r:1~~:ptw~Yr ~;~~~~ VEGETABLE
,ongs as they build· their nests, and preFRECKLES,
PIMPLES,
warranted to be as fine as can be found m BALM TAN,
BLOTCHES,
BLACK HEADS, ETc., leaving
First come first served.
pare for their little families.
Thus should
the skin ::;oft, clear and beautiful.
JE~IIMA 's BROWN BREAD.-Two cups of the State.
I. B. FULLER,
we mingle work and recreation, for "nothTouch with this compound the soft lily check,
sour milk, ene cup of sweet milk, two cups
Canton, M·e.
And the brig-ht glow will best its virtu~s speak.
ing which cannot be done with pleasure is of Indian meal, one cup of flour, one-half
1
worth doing."-Mrs.
R. F. Baxter, in cup of molasses, one and one-half teaE~;i;'S Fo1-- Hatchin~.
~f ~~i~~~;lr~r~~1~t J;~~d~~d~~!~~tt !~~~~ri,~~~1a:~~:~ On any kind of security am) good
Good Housekeeping.
1v52
Pekin Duck's Eggs, $1.50 for 13. I A. D. STEMPEL, 60 .Ann St., New York.
spoonful of soda. Mix meal and flour well
promissory notes.
my stock cannot be beat in this
together, then add the milk, then the mo- think
State.
U. !::;. Government Bonds.
A pretty mat intended for the top of a lasses, and stir them well, dissoh·e the soAlso seed potatoes and peas. Dakota
Foreign Redemption Bonds
small table is made of drab felt. The edge da and add last H1ing. Steam in a two Red and Early Maine, the most profitable
That Wonderful Remedy for
sold on monthly payments.
Large
is cut in sharp points; between these points quart basin two hours, and hake twenty potatoes in the market, 25 cts. per peck.
premiums for small investors,
Abundant and ever-bearing peas, 25c. Q!.
are placed soft little tassels made of high- minutes.
Serve warm with butter.
My
stock
is
small,
but
first-class.
First
Reliable
correspondents
wanted
the value of which many ladies in this vicolored crewel. The border of the mat is
come, first served.
Call on or address,
everywhere.
.:...iheral inducements.
cinity can testify to, is still for sale by
made by working with gay embroidery
Bucklen's Arnie1 Salve.
3t15] CHAS. \V. THOMPSON, Canton, Me.
Mrs. H. 1-I.-BURBANK, Canton, Me.
Address for full particulars,
$ilks any pattern which suits the fancy of
THE BEST SALVE in the world for Cuts,
Trial
Packa~e
Fre4"'- 4-46
G. W. FOSTER, Banker,
the maker. The old-fashioned cross-stitch,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Notice.

READY FOR USE.

Nervous

Debility.

N. REYNOLDS.
Rmnf
or~Falls
&Bnckfielfl
R.R.
BOSTON
Set.STORE
! ig,g~;

BARGAINS

: l~

i

sction0ry
anaFancy
Goods.
,Wyandotte
andPlymouth
Rock Conf

Eggs for Hatching.

E. W. ALLEN,

Canton.

~[~~if~;~';;5;5
i?~~~l1

POULTRY-Pure
Blood
Wyandottes.

LOANS.

Pd M PLES.\~:~fp

4 percent. 1percent.

:LIFELOANS.:

ORANGE
BLOSSOM
!
FEMALECOMPLAINTS,

or some modification
is pretty.

of the feather-stitch,

_____

Drn't Experiment,
You cannot afford to waste time in experimenting when your lungs are indanger. Consumption always seems, at first,
only a cold. Do not permit any dealer to
impose upon you with some cheap imitation of Dr. King's ::\"ew Discovery
for
Consumption, Coughs and Colds, but be
sure you get the genuine.
Because he can
make more profit he may tell you he has
somelhing just as good, or just the same.
Don't be deceived, but insist up,,n getting
-Dr. King·s Kew Disco,·ery, which is guara'nteed to give relief in all Throat. Lung
and Chest afti!ctions. Trial bottles free at
Reynolds' Drug Store. Canton, Me.
(6)

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains.
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions. and positively cures Piles, or no pay required.
It
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction,
or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per
box. For Sale B_yNathan Reynolds, Druggi st , Canton, M.e.
iy5r
Pretty fresh-and-burnt-match
safes are
made of two wooden slippers fasten~ ~,pon a square of wood, the whole to be gilded and dec0rated to taste.
A satin bow on
each slipper makes a very pretty finish.
The legend "It takes two to make a
match," is painted across the top.

The undersigned
begs leave to inform
the public that he has nearly completed a
number of nice light skeleton ,rngons.
Those wishing to purchase will do well to
call at my shop and examine them before
they are painted.
D.S. EAST~~~t~ \a~~~ 1~1ti,t~ie.
11
3 tr+
---

WA,

NT ED•

\Ve arc wan ling a large foi·ce of smart
and intelligent
men to travel and solicit
orders for Trees. Shrubs, Vines, &c.

salaryanuEXPBilSBS
tOStart on.
rl

s. T.

C1\NKON

& CO.,

Augusta,

Me.

LEMON TARTS.-Two
lemons, juice and
21119
grated rinds, two cups of sugar, four eggs,
and a piece of butter the size of an egg.
Pnn.; Blood Gol<lcn Spangled llamhurgs,acknowlSteam one hour.
This mixture will fill edg-cd hy :lll fanciers to be the best layers in existence. Eggs 50 cents tor sitting of 13.
[3t15
fifty tarts.
CHA HLE:-:; E. RrcHARDso::,.;,
Canton, l\lc.

EGGS.

To The

9i ./ltJ
&

(;attle

42 Broadway,

Public.

The undersigned
wishes to give notice
that Geo. B. Staples is buying° wood for
fuel and poplar wood on his own account
and has been since last fall, and not a~
agent for the Denisoi: Paper Mf~. Co.
DENISON
PAPER MFG. CO.
By ADNA T. DENISON, Pres.
3m-f
'f!l{l!i!fJIJ/
• 8
~
Boot
Shoe
Maker.
Over p, Hodge's hln<'kRmith shop, All
k' l f 1
· ·
C t
k'
1
11
,~;~,~ssn~e.~-~~ /~1f;ma~l;~~~ br:~~~~l~~lrI~
tiuest French.
Orders sulicitccl.
.'l-37

Wanted.

I want fifteen head of .:attle to pasture
the coming season. •,!For particulars, &c.,
call on or address D. W BERRY, South
Carthage, Me.
3tr5

New York.

A compet:tnt man for Oxford County, to canvass
:ind take orders for JIO\\"R'S
P.\TENT
A.D]USTABLE
SLID!XG
WINDOW
SCREE:SS.
·nest selling goods ever offen.:d to agents.
Terms
and Outfit free. Ad<lrcss
6tf
ORRIN P. JTO\\'E & CO., Augusta, Me.

--------~-

$100

-

A. l-VEEli.

---

?

i:

1
en~)~:~;~~~)~·t
~~ ~~c~n~~~ i r ~~~ ;~~~~a;;;,1l~~~!~t~~~
and an article of domestic use that recommcuds
it1
t~!i~o:"i~ke~~c
;· .1~tt~~J~~ •~~1~~ou~':111~f'/~:
wishing to practice rconoiny ~honld for their own
benefit write for particulan;.
USl'tl
every day the
year round in every household.
Price within reach

~~f/:
ai~~-i1

1

~-:~~-

~i:i~,~~~:s~~,~~~~sTtJ~:;~:,Gr~~.\v~I~~-\\ ~flQ~
26L43

Business Directory.

and agreed to submit to their organizations the proposition
they settled upon;
Advei·ti.wuents under thi's/,eadiug i11sertedfor50 which was mainly that nine hours should
crnl.• per line for 0 ~
_
_
constitute a clay's work, except Saturday,
when eight hours should constitute the la-CANTON.bor clay; and.that pay should be made per
BOSTON 5 Cu:r-:-r STORE,
Jr oil's Block.
l•'urn5tur_e,
Crockery, Glass & Tin Ware.
Great bargarns ll1 hour, with no reduction of pay except for
5 and To cent good~.
Saturday.
This is more than was really
C R OAv1s, DCnList. Office O\'Cr B~·ick Store. At
asked for last season, but now readily
granted by the Masters, who last year
.H JI BURBANK,
Flour, Groceries,
Dry Guocls, through their secretary insulted labor, and
charged them with destroying the season's
~:K~ •~!:t:;~:~~i;{:':~rilr~~~~i~~business.
Where did the responsibility
A C BICKNELL,
.:\Jillincr>' and Fancy Goocb.
0 A Il1uDGHA:\1,
Grocenes & 1\-fcat~.
really rest, for occasioning the conflict we
~r n TU0:\'IES, Drugs, l\[cdicincs & Fancy Articles.
experienced one year ago? Verily, humilC HA1utow5,
Furniture, Crockery and lOC. Goods.
M G STROL:T, Prodsiot1!--- and Grocerie~.
ity becometh these "Masters,"
and modO GA:-OlMON, Lime, Salt, Prodnce au<l ~upplies.
AT BRYANT, General Store.
esty is a virtue no less theirs because they
BICKNELL & STET!:iON, Bl:-tcksmilhs.
have
earned
it.
May
they
persevere
and
LC CoHURX,
Flom·, Grain and F'cctl.
G F TOWLI!:, P1anns, Or_gcrns and :\[usic.:1.l Goods. learn "That
a man's a man for a' that,·•
1\!I-;s AnBrE TouNso:,,i, Fashionable
Dre~smaker.
J.P. ,Swasey, 1-\tton1t:!J and CounseJlor at Law.
whether he carries a Imel or tries to override a propriety of good sense, as Secre-WEST
PERU.W S ''lAr.KecR & Sox, Groceries, Flour, Jfardwarc, tary of the M. B. A. of Boston.
Still he
1s a man, and susceptible of both right and
rvr~:tl~s
~t!Li1:\.~~~~1~t~::~1~~\~/~~~~~wrong in his calling.
UVERMORE.
Our State House and City Hall are peGEO F Ao.ncs, Physician and Surgeon.
culiarly afflicted, as hornet's nests and
BUCKFIELD.
buzzards are frequently found in them.
1}<
~r~fii~t:,:;'~1~t;~!~:c\ud~,ocls.
Jior.LAND
& Cus1nIAN,
.1\1cat:;
ancl Provisions
Have _vou heard from the recent R. I.
C S Curr.os,
Dentist.
Vapor or Ether.
State election?
Wasn't it a wonderful reC. B. Bridgham, 1"1.D. Ofii.cc at residence.
sult? Ilunkerism must go, whether it be
WEST SU.3.[XEll.
JIB CHANDLER,
Dry Goods & Groceries.
in goYernmeat, commercial or mercantile
affairs.
if ·~~l,7.~~E~:~~1 '£~d/~~~r~f:~;n~s/S1~)~[}~~~~-.
G ilISDEE, Custom Boot and Shoe Maker.
Don't anybody get frightened
about
EAST SU~INER.
"Interstate commerce" railings with which
W II EASTMAN,
Secdsman.
Choice Vegetable
the press is teaming.
It is only the cry
:;:iceds of my own Gn)\viug a specialty ..
of defeated monopoly.
Congress never
-NORTH
TURNER.did more for the people than it did in passNorth Turner !louse.
Elias Keene, Proprietor.
ing that bill. A measure so entirely new
in every feature never passed in such perfect form before.
The President's letter somewhat astonishes our Canadian cousins.
OURBOSTON
LETTER.
SHOMER.

i;~:~::

~ ;iK~~-~~t:,~;~~~~f
!~!~~~,i;r~:!:iili~~;'~·
~ ?il'.~':f

t'I-~13}!::

l 1;{dJf~~',

~~&

Communications,

Etc.

BosTo~, April 13, 1887.
Of all the glad days of the gl:tcl years
that have been and are to be, the gladest
of all is Easter clay. This, n0t from any
denominational
point of view. This. not
from a resonance of formalism which was
so objectional to our fathers; but from the
realism of absolute truth involved.
He
that was slain from the foundation of the
world was also a resurrection
in the foundation of being; which He consummated.
in His mission of divine revelation to man,
for the sole purpose as Paul says of giving
us a "lively hope"-a
real manifested basis for hope, or grounds for faith; which,
thot;gh optional with us, is perfectly available to us. And let us not neglect the
hope that is within us. This Easter life
Qfthe soul is ever springing into existence;
just as we observe it in all nature we feel
it within the soul.
The bursting bud of setting leaves;
The nobler bud of flower and fruit;
The longing of soul, as it perceives
Its trner life, in higher pursuit.
The lea_yes will set, but not the sheaves;
The fruit development is our share.
Shall it be said, '·nothi,1g but leaves?"
For such no place did I prepare.
About the roots of our being,
This Easter, let us dig and delvto;
Not wait until close death, seeing
"Nothing but leaves," and our lost self.
It is said that Boston churches expended
$100,000 at least for Eas•er flowers. Some
are saying this ought not to be so. "This
precious ointment should have been sold
for the benefit of the poor."
When I hear
these remarks it occurs to me is it possible
that these economical
(penuriously
so)
souls will sell their birth-right for a mess
of pottage, or their best friend for thirty
pieces of silver.
I ventured the assertion
that the true relation of things would reveal that for every dollar expended for
Easter flowers, $10,000 was given to the
poor, and that this ratio would be found
in every earthl_v community
in all time.
Christmas and Easter are crystals through
which we may see-if
our spiritual vision
has been opened; if the clod scales have
been removed from our eyes; if we have
asked that we might see; ifwe realize that
whereas we were once lolind we now see
the things which God has prepared for
those who love Him.
fhour Zin, a nath·e
of China, became our brother in the Lord
through the beautiful (')rdinance of baptism on Easter eve. "Ile that believeth
and is haptized shall be saved."
Reader,
have you been baptized?
Do you believe
on the Lord Jesus Christ?
I trust you do,
and have quite satisfied your conscience
on the matter of baptism.
If so, this pentecostal season is to _rou what nature's
Easter-tide
is to the forests, fields, and
gardens.
If not, the throbs of Easter life
have no more effect upon you than in nature it effects the lifeless girdled tree, that
was, but is now only a silent decaying
monument of failure, though sufficiently
developed to tower, mayhap, above the
tallest living-.
Labor inte,-ests are of much moment
with us at this time. Our gre"t ;\faster
Builders' Association is much more tractable this seasvn than last. They have been
quite successful in taming their secretary,
or he has learned that a laboring man has
intelligence, and is quite capable of being
a geAtlemen in spirit and manifestation,
though dealing with dullards; and he has
taken the hint and is trying to emulate
him. The "Labor"
and «·Master" committee of conferellce met the uth inst.,

NORTHERN
OXFORD.
A Few Notes from the Back Lots.-A
Trip tr> Upton on the Crust.-Sights
along Bear River.
BETHEL, April 9, 1887.
Dear Editor of Canton Telephone :-I
came into this State forty-two years ago
the 7th of this month.
For the past twelve
years I have 19een a tramp in Oxford and
Franklin Counties, and have experienced
much of a tram p's life. I had visited all
of the towns in those Counties excepting
Grafton and Upton.
Finding the sleighing good and a hard crust on the morning
of the 8th I determined to try my luck, although the task is attended with difficulty
and danger on account ef the dej)th of
snow, and a few hour's sun is liat>le to
make it im.possible to get a team over the
road. I enquire the distance at Newry
Corner and am told it is 25 miles up and
20 back, and I think since my return they
told me the truth.
I am told to get a setover sleigh, as it is a double road and bad
to run a straight sleigh on, but having
been brought up to having things square
and straight I determined to use my own
sleigl,, which is best adaptecl to my ':lack.
At 8.30 o'<dock I leave Newry Corner
and soon find myself winding along Bear
river, through Newry.
I had not proceeded far when I met two double teams loaded with birch squares, but the road is wide
and no trouble in passing.
I soon come
to the mills where this lum'ber is sawed.

It is a small, portable mill. The saw-dust
is blown through
a long spout fro111 the
mill into a stream and then washed away.
I should judge from the lumber around the
mill that they do a good business.
There
are ocea11s of white birch in this section.
A short distance further and I arrive at
Poplar tavern, Newry.
Mr. Bartlett is the
proprietor.
The house is large and looks
neat on the outside.
This is the stopping
place for the stage from Bethel to Upton,
and the postoffice is kept here. Mr. B. is
a brother to Mr. Bartlett who keeps the
hotel at West Peru, and those who stop
with him report good rooms, good feed,
and unless yoh are very sho1·t it will not
cost all you have to pay the ~ills.
But I must hasten lest the roads get soft,
which seems uppermost in my mind. The
farm houses a:ong the river are painted in
glowing
colors-some
are white with
green trimmings,
others middling light
drab and middling tlark drab, and pretty
well bordered on the red.
The school
houses look nice and to all appearances
the people take an interest in education.
One of our Supreme Judges was raised in
this town-Mr.
Foster. of Bethel.
The
snow drifts are so high that you can look
into the chambers of the one-story houses
as you ride along. Judging from the bare
spots and drifts, I should think they had
s0me wind up here this winta.
Seeing a
healthy looking farmer sawing wood by
the road side I inquire the distance to
Grafton.
S>tvs he, "It is about 7 mile~
straight ahead, Sir: through the Notch;".
and as he says this he m~kes his way over
to my sleigh and inquires who is sick up
there!
He takes me for a doctor.
I tell
him I don't know of any one that is sick;
I am going visiting.
"Well,"
says he,
"ain't you a little risky traveling so far on
this road. If we should have one good
warm day I reckgn you will make your
friends quite a visit.
I pass on through the Notch. The sights

aregrand.
Mountains loom up on both
sides. Near the road it is hard wood
growth, farther up the mountain it is eYergreen.
One sight attracts my attention
very much. That is, as it appears, a line
and our
up the mountain, hard wood on one side That our kind intentions will be duly appreciated,
and sprnce on the other.
I am unable to
account for it. High twelve brings me to
Grafton P. 0., kept b_y O. \\'. Brooks.
Here I stop for dinner .
Grafton has about 125 inhabitants-no
1
saw or grist mill in town. They do quite ,~ ill remember that we are selling Groceries and Pl'ovisions
a business lumbering here, which is float- as low as anybody in town.
Having lately put on a delivery
ed out of a brook to Umbagog lake. The
team,
we
shall
be
pleased
to
deliver goods anywhe1·e in the
distance from Grafton to the lake by road
is 5 miles over quite a hill. and b_v. the village or at Gilbertville to good, responsible parties, on
brook it is 16 miles. It seems to me as
though the water had to run up hill to get
to the Lake, yet they succeeded in running out quite a large amount of lumber.
One of the nicest looking farm houses I
notice here i~ the Brown place.
Mr.
vVC hayn't any special bargains to offer at this time, but

WE TRUST

OLD CUSTOMERS
THIRTY

Brown formerly lived in Canton.
Ile
came here a number of years ago and cleared a large farm and built a substantial set

you will find onr stock of Groceries
complete, and Prices lteasonable.

of buildings.
Mr. B. died about four years
ago.
At 3 P. l\l. I arrive at Upton Hill. This
,
town is, in my judgment, rightly named,
but not correctly spelled.
It should be
Uptown, fer one gets the grandest view
from here of al! y place I know of in Maine.
You can see a large portion of Oxford
County and a good share of N. H. It is
only one mile to the lake where you can
take the s!eamer and make a trip of .50
miles across the other lakes to Rangeley.
They have a steamer on each lake and
teams to take you across the "carries."
Upton Hill is a smart little village.
There
are three st@res here, school house and
church.
The buildings are in good repair
and everything looks prosperous.
Mrs. Abbott keeps the hotei on the Hill
and Mr. Ryerson at the Lake.
Mrs. A.
also keeps the post office, and has for 34
years, regardless of political views. She
has a son and daughter with her, and one
lives close by. One of her sons is one of
the Selectmen.
He tells me they have no
paupers in town and th~ indebtedness
of
th e town is only $r25. The traders are
Chas. Chase, Enoch Abbott a nd M. F.
Cool\dge.
They are all genial men. Mr.
Chase likes to talk hoss almost as well as
th e man who owns "Goldbi rd ·"
Mr.
Coolidge is a brother of John Coolidge of
th
nd
Dixfield, a
formerly lived in
at town.
These gentlemen are also engaged in the
lumbering business which has been good
here this season.
~,ite a number of men
are waiting to go on th e drive as soon as
th
it aws out.
One would hardly think it April to look
out on the hills and forests.
It looks
more like Christmas. and to-day has been
a good winter's day. Upton has the best
chance to slide down hill I ever saw. You
can get a slide of 1 1·4 miles. There is
only one thing I should not like-that
is
to haul the sled up the hill.
Mornin~
comes and I take an early flight, lest I lose
m_y footing early in the day, as the snn
climbs above the horiwn.
TRAMP.

THECIDERCURSE.
t
th
t
t
About
e uglieS , soureS , meaneS
drunkard on the globe, is the cider drunkarc!. He does not need to visit saloons,
hi, saloon is down cellar; and he drinks
and guzzles, and scolds and swears, until
he makes his home a hell, and life a burden to all around hi:-n. There are some
who object to drinking rum or brandy, but
think there is no harm in drinking cider.
The stimulating
and intoxicating principle in cider, wine, brandy, gin, rum, lager
beer and all these other intoxicants, is the
same; it is alcohol, and alcohol is the same
poisonous and deadly agent wherever it is
found.
Distil the alcohol out of cider, wine,
beer or brandy, and what is left v.ouln be
simply dish-water.
No man would dr;nk
cider if the alcohol was taken out of it.
"But sweet cider does not do any hurt,"
says one. No; and a man puts a barrel
of sweet cider into his cellar: he drinks a
glass of it, and it is sweet; he takes another glass, and that is sweeter; he keeps
drinking and drinking until the barrel is
empty, and the last glass is the sweetest
of all, and then he is ready to tap a new
barrel.
You can no more tell when sweet
cider becomes sour than you can tell when
a boy becomes a man, or when a pig becomes a hog.
The man who commences with sweet cider is likely to proceed to sour cider, and
finish off with rum, gin, brandy, whiskey
and all the catalogue of alcoholic poisons
which ruin mankind
and desolate the
world.
Boys, let cider alone !-Temperance Record.

Saved His Life.

DAYS.

& Provisions
Give us a trial.

All kinds Farm Produce taken in exchange for goods.

CANTON, ME., Dec. 21st, 1885.
J. A. BUCKNAM & Co., Flour Dealers, Mechauic Falls.
The Pure Gold Flour, which I purcha~ed of you, is the
best flour I ever used for tile price.
It is good enough
for me, hence, it is good enough for a King.
NAHUl\1 MOORE.

PURE GOLD
OXFORD, Me ..
J. A. BUCKNAM & C0.; Gentlemen:-It
gives me
plea&ure to give youmy experience with the Flour which
I have had of you known as the Pure Gold. We have
nsed it in our familv for the most of the time for the last
three years. I can safely say for price and quality I think
it the best grade of flour I have ever bought.
We have
never f01md a pooto barrel as yet.
Yotirs v~ry respectfully,
W. NEWELL THmIAs.

Now is the time to Buy

SpringGoods.

Now
Stock
Just
Rec'd.
C.B.AT
OOD7£Co.
BUCKFIELD.

Luca8 & Bish(lp wishes to inform the public that tl,ey are prepared to fnrnish
anything in t,heir line at Boston prices, as they exchanges
,g;oods manufactured
by
thelllselvcs for goods in the Watch and Jewelry line. whieh enables them to gh·e
better prices than ever. Just cousiclcr some of our prices.
We will sell \Vm. Ellery 11 jewelled key winding Watches, 3-ounce silver case,
for $12.00.
Broadway 7 je·welled in silver case, for $8.00-uickel
case $6.50. :Nu.
7 Elgin, 7 jr.wds, in nickel case for $6.50, iu silver case $8.00.
No. 13 Elgin, in 3onnce ~ilver case for $12.00.
Rockford, Hampden,
ancl lllinois
Watch Co.'s at
proportionately
low prices.
Knights of Labor .Pins from 35 cents to $2.00.
We
also have a tine line of Knives, Forks ancl Spoous at the following prices:
IQHVES-Rogcrs'
Plate Co .. $2.50.
FORKS-Rogers'
Co .. 3.50.
SPOONS-Tea,

Best, $4.00; 2d, $3.50.
A 1, $6.00;

Wallace

$3.00 per dozen;

Shelfield,

Brothers',

Desert,

$2.00;

Standard

$4.DO; Standard

$1.00 per pair;

Table.

Silver

Silver
Plate

$1.15 per pair.

Masonic. Odrl Fellow, and all otlrnr emblems at low prices for cash.
"\>Vehave
l\fr'. D. I. Wilcox~on, ofllorse Cave, Ky.,
full line o! Chains, Charms, Bar pius. Pins and Drops, either in plate, crape, jet,
says he was, for many years, badly afflicted
with Phtbisic, also Diabetes;
the pains stone or solid gold.
Anything we do not have in stock we can fnrnish at short notice.
were almost unendurable and would sometimes almost throw him into convulsions.
Fine TtVatch Repai'ring in all its b1·anches,also Sewing Maclune and
He tried Electric Bitters and got relief from
kfodels built at short notice, and all kinds small Machine
first bottle and after taking six bottles, was
Work done in a workmanNke manner.
entirely cured, and had gained in flesh
eighteen pounds.
Says he positively believes he would have died, had it not been
for the relief afforded by Electric Bitters.
Sold at fifty cents a bottle by Nathan ReyCanton, Me.
Opposite the Depot,
nolds, Druggist, Canton, Me.
(6)

Lucas & Bishop,

Who Knows!
.June leaves are green, pink is the rose,
White bloom the lillies; yet who knows,
,Or-swears he knows the reason why1
None daresay-"!."
'ilia oriole, flitting, stoops and sips
A soft, sweet kiss from the lily's lips;
Who taught the oriole to steal so1
None say they know.
Whether the oriole stops and thinks,
Or:- whether he simply stoops and drinks,

Saying it only suits him well;
'l'his who can tell!
We marvel whit.her this life stream tends,
And how remote are its hidden ends;
&t life and loving soon slip over
Time and the lover.
A kiss is all; a sip and a song;
A day is short, and a year not long,
l:4ving would double-but thinking stole
Half from the.whole.
-[James Herbert Morse.

An UnexpectedResult.
DY IJELEN

FORUEST

ORA VES.

•'Mary! ]Liry !"
The landlady's
voice echoed shrilly
down
the deserted
hallway
of the
King's Cross hotel.
Deserted, we say,· for at this time of
the year little traveling
patronage
was
vouchsafed to King's Cross.
The postmaster boarded at the hotel,
:and the town clerk had a room there,
and the farmers dined there of market
days (which only came once a week),
but the arrival of a real live guest from
the railway station, four miles away,
~!ways created a flutter.
King's
Cross was a
dreary little
'hamlet, scattered,
in an inconsequent
:fashion, along the ragged Maryland
-eoast, with a round lighthouse, whose
eye of revolving flame glared wickedly
out to sea of stormy nights; there was 3
bathing beach, more or less washed
away by the capricious tides, and an
irregular street of old stone houses and
wooden cottages.
There was a post office, a village store,
• and au ancient stone church, whose
graveyard, on a steep side-hill, seemed
to be slipping down the bank, in a suecession of rude terraces, until its downward course was promptly arrested by a
hedge of gnarled and hoary yew, at the
.foot.
• And this was King's Cross--one of the
-oldest and ugliest villages on the Maryland coast.
"Maryl I say, Mary, whcr0 a1·e your'
Once more Mrs. Yorlrn's voice sent its
cracked burden down the paved hall, and
3
tall, pretty girl came hurriedly up
through the tall, purple spikes of the
lilac-trees in the ba, k garden.
'·Were you calling me, Mrs. Yorkei
-Oh, I am very sorry, but-"
"Calling ycu!"
Mrs. York put her
;a.and plriintively to her throat, and
ll'olled her eyes up toward the ceiling,' by
way of evincing great mental and physical prostration.
"Calling you! And
,where, may I venture to ask, have you
been?"
Mary Folyott was a pale, violet-eyed
girl, with hair of the real Scotch gold, a
delicate profile, and semilive red lips.
"I-I
have been to the graveyard,"
&he murmured,
"with some wild roses
and white lilies. Ob, Mrs. Yorke, pardon me! I ran both ways; but it was
Decoration Day, and I did not want his
·grave to be desolate and neglected,
-while every one else's was loaded with
.ttower~."
"l\'[ary Folyott, rm surprised at you!"
·said Mrs. Yorke.
''He's dead and buried, and, by .all accounts, though I never
saw the young man, you couldn't treat
.him decently while he was living. I
,-don't think it signifies much about fiow·er,3 now that he's gone.
And you're
here, I beg you to remember, to work
for me, and not to carry flowers to other
1olkses' graves!"
Mary Folyott hung her head; but she
-was well accustomed to eat the bitter
!bread of dependence.
How brief a while ago it was that she
was the petted darling of fortune I Now,
0rphaned, penniless and alone, she was
drudge-in-chief to Mrs. Yorke, of the
King's Cross Hotel, her father's second
cecusin.
''Come, make haEte !'' said Mrs. Yorke.
"There·s a gentleman cmne in the nine-o'clock sta~e. He's in Number Nineteen, and he wants his broakfast, and
•old Cassy's got the toothache, and won't
,lift a finger. St:r up some muffin5 and
fry some eggs, there's a dear, and I'll be
broiling chicken and getting the coffee
1ready."
1\Icdrnnically Mary obeyed.
It was
•t'ather a monotouous life for a girl of
eighteen; but after all Mrs. Yorke was
•tfairly kind in her way when there was
·no esp~cial hu1ry, and when Cassy, the
cook, t1id not aggravate her, or 1.Ir,
Y ..rkc give way to his particular failing
<0f wo much Bourbon whiskcv.
M11ry stood in the cool shadows of the
.:ville leaves that vcilecl the mHk;-room

window, listening to the rush of the surf
on the shore, and watching the robins
dart in and out of the old button-ball
trees, and stirred _the English muffins
with busy fingers, while her thoughts
went sorrowfully back to the grave under
the shadow of the yew hedge, where she
had left the white lilies and the crushed
heap of fragrant roses.
"Not even a sunbeam!" she had said,
rebelliously,
as she pushed back the
gray-green
yew,
breaking
off the
branches and bending back the spurs in
a sort of hot anger. "He shall have sunshine on his grave-to-day,
at least."
And as Mary worked, the slow tears
trickled one by one down her check.
She had loved Hugh Derby very dearly, but she had a coquettish element
through her nature-like
most women,
unfortunately-and
he had gone away to
the far South, believing that she did not
care for him.
And then had come the dreadful railroad accident,
and they had brought
back his body to be buried at King's
Cross, because foe railroad corporation
owned a lot in the old churchyard, and
it was the most convenient place for tho
interment of the poor victims of the
mishap.
There they lay, side by side, their
graves marked only by rude
stone
crosses, inscribed simply by the name
and death date of each sleeper.
And Mary felt that her heart was
broken and lifeless within her forever.
"Nonsense!"
Mrs. Yorke had said.
"It won't last-nothing
lasts.
Why, I
had just such experience when I was a
gal. There was Abe Alexon, as drove a
tin-peddler's wagon, the likeliest fellow
you ever set eyes on.
Mc and him was
as good as engaged, but we had a spat
and parted, and the very next week he
fell over King's Cross Cliff of a dark
night and was killed.
Bless you, I felt
as if the whole world had come to an
encl; but here I be now married to Hiram
Yorke, and as happy as most folks.
Hiram ain't perfection, to be sure, but
Abe was pretty partial to old rye, too,
or he'd never have drove his old horse
over King's Cross Cliff instead o' 'round
it.
And I reckon things al' ays happens
for the best, take one year with another," contentedly added the stout matron, as she stirred a saucepanful of
onions with a ponderous tin spoon, while
Mary Folyott winced at the unpalata-ble
parallel.
What was there in common between
handsome Hugh Derby and the luckless
hero who, on cc on a time, peddled tin
and drunk too much?
The muffins were baked, the eggs fried
to the exact shade of golden brown, and
the breakfast
for "the gentleman in
Number Nineteen" safely off her mind,
when Mary Folyott
stole down to the
graveyard once more, with a basket of
delicions white rhododendrons,
which a
little colored girl had just brought her
from the woods.
"I done knowed yo' loved white poRies, missee," said Cora Anne, who was
in Mis·s Folyott's class at Sunday school,
"so I done brung yo' dese yar !"
It was golden noontide now; the clusters of sweet fern exhaling aromatic
scents; the cows standing in the shadow·
of hazel copses; the ocean sparkling like
a plain of blue diamonds.
The task of decorating the gravesfor which King's Cross usually turned
out with a band, a covered wagon, and
a concoursc ot straggling villagerswould not commence until three o'clock.
"They shall see that he has not been
forgotten," said Mary, as she toiled along
under the bowery apple branches, and
past the rippling music of the little
brook.
"Oh, Hugh-my
Hugh-if
only
I could recall one short hour of the
past!"
She strewed the white rhododendrons
on the green sod, as the words escaped
iuvoluntmily from her lips.
"Ob, Hugh-dear
Hugh-if
I could
only speak to you once again!" she
uttered, aloud.
''Speak,
then, dearest
Mary I My
Mary, if I were indeed dead and in
heavcn, I think I could not be happier
than I am now."
The basket of rhododendrons
fell to
the ground.
Mary Folyott wou'cl have
fallen, too, if she had not been caught
in a pair of strong arms.
''Darling :Mary, do not turn so white!"
pleaded her lover.
"I am not a ;host,
no phantom!
I am Hugh Derby's self,
alive and well, come back to lay my heart
at your feet, and claim the love that is
so precious to me. It isn't so impossible as you think.
I'm not dead, and I
never have been dead.
But the poor
follow who had the bed next to mine in
the Accident Ward of the St. J\Ionica's
Hospital, dice:! the night they brought
him in, and the cards at our bed-heads
got accident:y chan~ed.
I was No. 4,
and when my number was affixed
to
another
bed,
l;
lost
my

identity
at once.
We are not
Bacteria in Water.
Smith or Brown in a hospital,
Referring to the discovc1y of a scienMary-we are only Six or Four, as the tist that a small amount oi ice water
Dr.
case may be.
So when poor Maurice hold~ 1,500, 000 fever bacteria,
Blenheim died, in the bed labelled '4,'
they turned to their books and made out
a burial certificate for Hugh Derby, one
of the victims of the railroad
accident.
And before I recovered from the brain
fever that followed on the blow I received from the end of the car seat when
I fell they had me duly buried with all
the honors of book and bill. I couldn't
make 'em believe that I was Hugh Derby, and not Maurice Blenheim, and so
I left off trying.
And, after all, what
did it matter mucM
What charm had
life left for. me?"
"But, Hugh, I loved you."
''But, M'.1ry, I did not know it; and
so I dawdled away the sunshiny hours on
those sweet Floridian shores, thinking
h0w strange it felt to be wandering
alone, like a disembodied spirit, without
any identity at all, and half disposed to
wonder for what especial use God had
given me back my life, when all of a
sudden the strong desire came upon me
to travel northward to King's Cross-to
look upon my own grave.
Mary, I btllieve to heaven it was your love ,attracting me like an invisible magnet.
Sweetheart, you have brought me back to you
and now I never shall go away without
you."
"I-I don't want you to!" whispered
Mary Folyott, her soft cheeks suffused
with blushes her eyes shining like, wet
stars.
"Oh, Hugh, I am so very, very
happy.
I haven't deserved this, Hugh,
but I will never be silly or capricious
again."
"Mary! Mary!" screamed the shrill,
falsetto voice of Mrs. Yorke.
"Why,
what has become of the child? She's
here, and there and nowhere, like a
will-o'-the-wisp.
Mary I is that
you
coming up the lane? And Cassy sick,
and old Betsey gone home to her sister's
funeral!
I should like to know what is
to become of Number Nineteen's dinner,
with the chickens scorching, and the
bread-sauce to be made, and the cherry
tartlets not looked at? You are getting
too careless for anything, and-Oh,
good
, gracious me, sir,''
with a prodigious
start, "I'm sure I beg a thousand pardons.
but-"
"Am I always hereafter to be known
by a number, like a lottery ticket Y" said
Hugh Derby, laughing.
"Never mind
the dinner, Mrs. Yorke-Miss
Folyott
could tell you that I am an old friend of
hers."
And when lirs. Yorke heard the story,
she was quitCl willing to concede that
truth was stranger than fiction; and for
an instant it seemed almost possible that
Abe, tbe tin-peddler,
might yet appear
on this mundan_e sphere.
"One thing wouldn't
be more impossible than t'other,"
said she, as she
weighed out spices for a pudding.
While Hugh and Mary, walking by
the sea, watched the purple portals of
sunset close ou the beautiful Decoration
Day which had brought such a gift of
happiness to their hearts. -[Saturday
Night.

AN APPALING HISTORY,
.llr.

John W. Furbnsl1,
an Army VeteraD
of Wakdlel,I,
Malu,s a 8tartlinll:
Discovery.

[Boston Advertiser,]
~e
following narrative is so gmphie, 86
Interesting, and so valuable, that we give 1&
for the benefit of our readers, in Mr. Fur,,
bush's own words, He says:
"I am impelled to make this statement, not
only for the benefit ol my felluw veterans, but
for tho thousands of people,who are to-day in
the greatest danger and who do not know it.
I enlisted ns a member of (;o. D, of the 28th
Mussochu~ettAregiment, possessed of hppe ond
vigor; I retired at the clo•e of the war bank~
The Stontnch
Distils Aeld ■•
rllpt in both. The firijt
These, If existent tn a natural quantity,
sign I bad of coming;
and unvltlated hy bile, play their part In the
trouble was a strange
!unctions of digestion and asslmllatlon, But
restlessness. I wns not
the a• tificlal ~.cldresnltlngf,:orn the' Inability
afraid of battles for I bad
passed through many of
of the stomach to convert food 1 ecelved b I It
them, but I was very
Into sustenance, is the producer of flatulence
nervous, My bend ached
aud heartburn, which are the most harrass•
and my appetite wu
Ing symptoms of dyspepsia. The best car•
poor. I felt a faintneos
mlnatlve ls Host.ctter's Stomach Bitters. Far
at tho pit of my stomach
more effective Is it than carbonate of soda,
and a bad taste in my
magnesia or other alkaline salts. These lnmouth, while my· ski11
vari!lbly weRken the stoml\ch without prO•
JOHNW, FURBUSH, was sometimes hot and
ducin permanent benefit. No mon or WO·
cold. I tried to throw these feelings off by
1
~~~-~;,;;·~~~~~\;~ d11spl~~;!;:s~gncogfse3~;'!~li lorce of will, bnt they would not go. I don't
measure of vigor allowed by n"ture. There• see how I could have been ao blind, and yet
:tore, invigorate
and regulate the system,
and by so doing protect it from malaria, men nnd women are as careless to-day as I
was then. I next felt pains in my back and
rheumatism and other 8erlous maladies.
around the lower portion of my body and
Eac'.i dcparteJ friend 1s ,i magnet that noticed a peculiar odor nnd color m the water
I pnssed, which wns scanty at one time and
attracts m, to the next world.
free at others. Sometimes it pained me to
it, and agnin it was almost impossible to
!I.ARK 'l'WAIN AND PROF, LOISET'l'E hold
do so at all. Finally I began \0 pass clear blood,
The Famous
H1~lls
How Profe••
accompanied with the greatest strain nn<l
11or Lo~~~t:
ftf"~tfil•:n~:.m. to Im•
, agony. And so I left tho army a physical

Monell said to me: "There i, bacteria in
water whether it is frozen or not, so
what is the me of talking about such a
discovery.
I feel like the man who was
shown by a microscope
that he was
swallowing
thousands
of mites with
every mouthful of cheese, 'I can stand
it if the mites can.' "-New York News.

From the New Yori,

1Vorld.

The success which Professor Loisette's Memory School, No. 237Fifth Ave., N. Y., is meeting does not occA.Sionat1y surprise to those HCquainted with its advantages, and the hearty
indor;ement given bv prominent men to the
0
0
i{~r:s~~~~.:1~~ 11~a{f'ihf[ev;~~,;!fa~';m~!fi
soon become known lar and wide. Professor
Loisette is doing a noble work for the metropolis. Col'ege -l'rot·essorsgenerally and the best
known physicians of the country are in hearty
accord with P10'.essor Loisette. vVriters, lawyers, muz:icians ana repre8entatives
of all
classes, both professional and business men,
a,·e pupils in tuo sc11oolor are learning by correspondence, and are quicklydiEoovering what
they have never before understood, how re ..
tentive the memory may be made. One reason is Lhat he uses no machinery, localities
or other devices of artificial systems. Mark
'1'\, aln has been a pupil of the Professor, and
this is what he says about h m: "Professor
Loisette did not create a memory for me; no,
no thins; of the kind. And yet he dicl for me what
mnot,nted to the same thing-he
proved to me
that I alread v h,uz a memory, a thing which I
was not aware of till then. I had before been
able, like most people, to store up and lose
thing; in the darkcell<1r ofmy memory, but he
slwwedme how to light up the cellar. !tis the difference, to change (he figure, bet1Yeenhaviuii
money where you can't collect it, and having it
i,111nur pnelret.. 'l'he information
cost me but
Utt1e, yet I value it at a vrodieious figure,"
Fourteep clocks keep the time at the State
House in Augusta, Me,, all eight-day. Two
ot the clocks are over for1y years of age,
"The

Slouak

of Despondency''

In which you are wallowing, on account ot
those disease• peculiar to you, madam. and
wt.hh have rJbbed you ot the rosy hue or
heal ll, and made life a burden to you, you
can easily get 0ut. of. Dr. Pierce'a
.Favorite
Prescription," will free you from o.11 such
trouLles, and soon recall the rose-tint of
health i> your cheek, and the elasticity to your
ste,,. lt is a most pe,fect specific for all ille
0

weakne~se·& and ircegularitit,S peculiar to yonr
sex. It ct.res ukeration.
displacements,
..intornal :fever," bearing-down
~ensations, re--

moves tho tendency to cancerous affections
and corrects all unnatural discharges. By
drua;~ists.

It is asserted that a very large per cent, ot
the fnr bought and sold under various
names is _!::,~vnupon the Fre,1ch rabbit.

wreck."

"I went to Thomnston, Me,, and while there
put myself under doctors Roso and Baker.
l:lut I found no telief, I then went to North
Berwick, Me., and consulted Dr. Staples and
also Dr. Gerrish, with the sume results. At
Grent Falls, N. H., I consulted Dr. Peavey,
but ho was unable to help me. I then went to
Exeter, N. H., aud placed myself under Dr.
Bortlett, but it wns the same old story of failure to relieve. At Dover, N. II., I visited Dr.
Fenno, who found tho
disease beyond hi, reach,
I then settled at Melrose,
Mass,, and was treutell
by Dr, Vi!lcent Smith,
Dr, S. A, Kimball and
the well-known Dr.
Bigelow of Bost.on. Still
no relief. At that time
my condition wns horrible. I w11sconfined to
my bed, wh:ch was in an
incliued position so my
head could be higher Aco,rnADE's CALL
then my feet, Every fifteen minutes during
tho night I was obtgcd to rise, and the straining I un,lcrwent, forced the ribs over my heart
out of position more than an inch. The 11gony
wns indesc1·ib11b)e.Great drops of sweat, would
stnnd out upon n10, even t~ough the mercu1y

were below zero. To adll to my misery
rhcumnti,m of the worst form came on. My
hunds 11nd joints wern drawn up, my knees
were twisted out of shape, null my right
shoulder bone drawn in so 1 coulll not move
my arm. I do not beiievo auy one over suflered as I dill.
·•While in this condition, more de,d than
nlivo, I received a call from an old army friend.
}1', seemed to realize how ne11r death I was
and insisted on my making ono more effort. I
cons~ntcd. Iu two dnvs I was hctter; in a
week I conlu sit up; within three weeks I wu
attending to business; and I know I am alive
to-,lny wholly thro!'gh the womlcrfnl power of
Hunt's Remedy, which :ook me from the verge
ol the grave, restored me to hcnl:h, null keeps
me in perlect condition to-dny, 'lhis remedy
is the purest. grandest preparation

I ever eaw,

Young or mlcldle-aged men suffering !rolh
and I have prob,ihly taken morn medicine thun
nervous debii1ty, lo.;s of men1ory premature
other man ot my nge in America.'·
old age, as tho result of bad ha bite, 1hould se.,d any
•·Since my recovery l hnve c;iven this snh10cent in stamps Jor illnstre>ted boolt offering
sure means of cure, Address World's Dispen• ject very much thought nnd investigation, and
sary Modica.IAssociation. Buffalo. N. Y.
// I~ I nm firmly convinced
. 'J-nearly every man and
Men dl,rging a well In Gonz"les County,
womnn lms some kidney
l• ),
Texa8, found at the depth of 51 feet, bones
~
or hl~d,lcr difficulty, beresembling human, imoedde<I in solid rock.
•• \ ,zinuingus1rnllvinasmo:ll
Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy cures wheu
=- wny, as n1ine did, nnd
every other so-called remedy fails.
ernting in cntnrrh of tho
Queen Victor!a is h ·vln~ i>lectric lights Inblnr.ldnr.llnr;ht's di3011se
troduced into all parts of Windsor Castle.
or ,lcnth ! I wish 1 had
th., power to talk to all
A ProUtable
Inveetment
who havo these sympCan be made in a postal card, if it is u•ed to
seud your a,ldress on to Hallett & Co,, Porttoms nnd 8how them
land, Me., who can furnish you work that you
whnt- dnugcr they nee i■
can do and 11vo at home, wherever you are
and how ren,lily thoy can
Jocated; few there a1·e who cannot earn over
W1TTT ITT$ FAMTI.T,
be saved I believe Hunt's
$5 per day, and some have made over $50.
Remedy is a G0d.-ecnd to the worl<I,nnll ifl
~f~~:\~1:t alil'~i:.:d;Alf~a~t\~u\~~ti~ce~ree.
had only known ol it in time, 1 might havo
escaped inclescribahle ng-onics mul been o. com~
If yon have a Colcl, Cou~h (dry-hacking)
A Tcm1>leof Se!·ponts.
Croup, C •nkered-tluoat, Catarrh Droppl g fort inslend of a burden to my family, I am
The small town of W erda, in the causin cough-Dr.
Kelmer's Indian Cough
terribly in enrnest in this matter, for I believe
Cure
(Consumption
Oil)
will
relieve
instantkingdom of Dahomey, is celebrated
for ly-heals and cures. P1•ice2oc, ioc and $1.00. it is a serious subject nml one tlu,t concerns the
hnppincss, the health and the life of thousands.
its Temple ot Serpents, a long building
I bnve seen ttwlnl sights on tho battlefield·
0
1
in which the priests keep upward of 1000
f;ee~:~t!:.~:uel~!~~s:e1?am~g:r,\
o'iW; sights that mi/!;ht well mnke strong me~
quake, but the horror• of disease are far
serpents of all sexes, which they feed
Plso's rem,-dy 1orCatarrh is ai;:reeable to nse. greater. When we 1enlize that most of these
with the frogs and
birds brought
to It is not a liquill or snuJf, Wo.
horrors can ho readily avoided, how solemn is
the responsibility and how great the duty to
N. E. Fourteen.
them as offerings by the natives.
These
net,without delnv,
serpents, many of them of enormous size,
may be seen hanging
from the beams
across the ceiiiug with their heads hang1
0
ing downward, and in all sorts of strange ·1 ~::'t~::::;YY:!~\: ,:~~he:;r;u~~r~ th~h~10 ;/~:
contortions.
The priests make the smail restore the lost appetite, and to bu!ld up the entire
1

!~~~

Spring Medicine

~;;!"

serp•mts go through
variou, evolutions
:~:::•
:::Ji!:n:~w f:~u~::: 1::•c;:;~~~~n!';
by lightly touching them with a rod, but I merit of and tlle wonderfulcures by
they do not venture to touch the larger
Hood's Sarsaparilla
ones, some of which are b:g enough to Rave made It the most popular medicineto take In
enfold a bullock in their coils. It often the oprlng, It cures scrofula, salt rheum and all
humors, biliousness,
dyspepsia, headache, kidney
happens that sumc of these serpents make and liver complaints, catarrh, and all affection3
th"ir way out of the temple into the caused or prvmoted by low state or the system or
Impure blood. Don't put it off, but take Hood's Sar.
town, and the priests have the greatest
saparllla now. It will do you good.
difficulty in coaxing them back. To kill
Builds Up the System
a serpent intcntionaliy is a crime punA FARM FREE.
"I gladly attest the oeculiar building-u:9 power of
Any v:ho desire reliable maps and tnrormatlon of
Hood's Sarsaparilla.
For some time I have been unished with death;
and if a European
the free lands and cheap lan11s of Dako,a, Nebra~ka
able to attend to business, but finally at the request
and Minnesota government land laws, location of free
were to kill one the authority
of the of a friend I used part of a bottle or Hood's Sarsa- lands. and prtces and terms of sale of cheap ra11road.
can obtain the same free of cha!'ge on
King himself would scarcely sufhce to pa.rllJa, which gave tone ancl strength to my system lands,
application to F. H. Melendy.No. 5 State Street, Bosand made me feel young as when a boy.''-G·RAN·
ton, or E. P. \\. ilson, Geceral Passenger Agent V. A. N.
save his life. Any one killing a serpent VILLE T. WOODS, 64-and 69 Lodge Street. Clncinnatl.
W. HatlWJl\',, hicago. T!l.
N. B,-Ir
you have ma<le up your mind to get
unintentionally
must inform the priest
Hood's Sarsap~ril!a do not take any other.
of what has occurred, and go through
Hood's
Sarsaparilla
the course of purification
which takes
Sold by all druggists, $1; six for $5, Prepared 1511'.STIN THE WORLD
place once a year. -[St.
James Gazette.
rr Get the Genuine, Solt!En,-ywb~re.
by C. L HOOD & co,, Apothecaries,Lowell,Mass.
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Coffee Cherries.
The fruit of the coffee tree is so like
English cherries that, it is said, most

Doses

One

foik ·would be at a loss to tell a heap of
the berries from a heap of the edible
fruit.
This applies, however, only to
their outward appearance, for the berry
contains no stone, but two seeds instead.
'fhese seeds (which are carried
in a thick leathery skin, c 1lled ''parch- ,
ment"), after going thr, u~h different\
processes, become the coffee beans of
colllmerce.
.
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Why did the Women
of this country use over thirteen million cakes of
Procter & Gamble's Lenox Soap in 1886?
Buv a cake of Lenox and vou will soon understand why.
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SIBERIANEXILES.
Russia's
Method
OfObjectionable

of

Disposing
Persons.

Unfortll1la.teCondition of Prisoners, and
Their Effortsto Escape
A graphic picture of the condition of
those unfortunates who are fitly described as "lost souls" is drawn in the
work on Siberia by the Russian writer
Jadrinzeff.
But very few of the exiles
ever attain to the possession
of a
"house," by which is meant a miserable
hut.
}lost of them are in rea!Hy the
bondsmen of the Siberian peasants, by
whom they are hired; that is to say, they
remain in their debt.as lenr;asthey live,
and are satisfied w)len they can get
money for drink on holidays from their
masters. But as the majority of the
exiles
are
rogues and vagabonds
by profession,
who
are afraid of
work,
the
number
of
fugitives is constantly increasing, who steal,
rob and plunder whenever a chance offers, and thus intensify the natural antipathy of the settlers against the class
of the de ported.
The peasants have every cause to be incensed against them, for,
besides suffering from the malpractices
of the convict class, they have to bear
the cost of the erection and preservation
of prisons for the exiles, organize hunts
for the capture of runaways, provide
guards for them and find the taxes which
cannot be raised from among the deported class. But the greatest gaps in
the ranks of the exiles, are caused by the
almost systematic escape of the latter
from forced labor and from the convict
settlements.
No less than fifteen per
cent. of the deported escape during
transport.
Many of them arc shot down
like wild beasts by the peasants and natives, and an observer of Siberian life
made a very true remark when he sa~
that Sibe,fa would scarcely have been
able to overpower the runaway exiles if
the peasants had not annihilated them.
The most extreme measures to check
the system of escape are the huats by
the natives, organized by the Russian
government.
The native receives three
rubles if he dclivcra the prisoner, "dead
or alive," to the authorities.
'l'hc people are provided with good arms and
ammunition, so as to make hunting the
e,cap~d prisoners a success. One of
those few who managed to escaped was
seized in his native village, and when
brought before the court he said: "For
two years I have wandered aboqt, have
swam through rivers and seas, have
crossed Siberian forests, passed through
steppes and mountains-and
no one has
touched me, neither man nor beast, but
here, in my native village, I have been
seized and cast into chains."
The
escape from forced labor had become so
common that the administrators of convict ~stablishments were in the habit of
calling out, when receiving prisoners:
"Whoever wishes to stay let him take
clothes; he who wants to run away will
not need them."
It should be observed
that the clothes left behind by escaped
convicts, so as to guard against capture,
are the perquisites of the prison authorities.
While the statistics show an incredible
increase in the number of crimes committed by exiles, proving the efficiency
of the system of deportation
as a corrective a delusion, they are equally condemnatory of its much vaunted cheapness to the state. The cost of transport
of a Siberian dcportc is estimated at
fifty rubles ($37. 50). But in this estimate are not includell the cost of transport to the main route (steamers on the
Volga and Kama,) and thence to the
place of destination, the maintenance of
his family, if he is accompanied by it,
the maintenance in prison till the spring,
as transports in winter have been abolished, ns well as the cost of the military
guard, so that the expenses of transport
for each convict to his place of destination amounts to about 300 rubles ($225),
a sum which would be sufficient to keep
him at least four years in the dearest
prison of European Russia. But this
sum is raised to 800 rubles ($600) by fi,a
expense attaching to the maintenance
of etappe routes, escorts, prisons along
the routes and ctappe houses.
The Tiger aml the Steam Roller.
,.'he tiger is but mortal after all, and
can be as easily frightened as other much
more timid creatures.
One that had
escaped from its home in Calcutta met a
11teamroller in the streets and grew so
alarmed that it at once turned tail.
In
its terror it fled into a house, leaped over
the breakfast-table at which four persons were sit ti1ig, and finally found
refuge in a corner of the kitchen, where
it crouched down quite cowed.
After
some time it was prevailed upon to leave
its qu!}rtfJrsby the bait c,f a meal.

Mutes of Alaska.
These people have no name as a race,
but merely designate
themselves as
Mutes, a word which means "dweller
at or upon."
A person born at the village of Tigerach is a Tigerach Mute, and
so on. In appearance they resemble the
Mongolian type, having prominent cheekbones, oblique eyes, and straight, coarse
black hair.
If it were not for the thick
layer of dirt covering their faces, their
complexion would be almo3t white, and
this, with their brown, sparkling eyes
and white teeth, would render them very
agreeable to the sight.
A belief in the presence of evil spirits
constitutes their only religious idea.
There are among them individuals called
toonrachs, who perform
the general
offices of "medicine men."
If a person
is ill before the whaling season opens,
the toonrach is called upon to exercise
his skill in driving the evil ,pirit, from
the body of the s:ck person, and from
the sea, that the whales or seals may arrive.
His operations in almost every case
are the same.
After u long silence, he
suddenly begins to roll his eyes, while
convulsive shakes penetrate his frame;
he gives utterance to groans and sighs,
intermingled with sentences pertaining
to the subject in hand.
During his performance, a continuous
beating of drums is kept up, and he fallq,
at the close of his efforts, into actual
paroxysms.
Froth exudes from his
mouth, _hls eyes glare and roll, and his
face is contorted.
After a period of
rest, he regains his composure, begins
again
his
interrupted
smoking,
and receives his pay for the services performed.
Some.curious superstitions are to be
found among the Mutes. If one of them
is ill, iron tools, such a.~axes or knive~,
cannot be used in the house.
When a man dies, his sled, broken in
pieces, is placed upon his grave, with
furs, spears and rifles.
If he has killed
many whales,· the long jaw-bones of the
balaena are placed over him in an upright position, to mark the spot.
The Mutes are accustomed to make a
large circuit in passing the resting- place
of the dead, and will on no account
touch anything which has been once deposited at a fuueral.-[Youth's
Companion.
The Mocking llird.
That the mocking-bird is susceptible of
some degree of education is well ascertained. A bird kept in a saloon and
subjected to careful training by its ,keeper, sang "Dixie" with astonishing accuracy, and was known .to sing parts of
the famous duet from ••Norma." It is
always true that these birds are wonder•
fully influenced, • and even excited by
hearing music, and it may be safely conjcctured that no bird in the world has a
more delicate musical ear. Yet no bird
bcttcr loves its liberty. Freedom, unlimited
freedom, i~ ~ts ,~atchword.
~~nee the general ~eltef, m regwns ~~ere
1t 1s found, that if, a cage contarnmg
young ones is accessible to the mother~ircl she will, under pr_ctence of co~veymg food t~ them, give them po1s~n.
Whet~er tlus be ~rue or not, ca~rng
them 1s an almost rnsurm~untable d1fficulty. They not only prne under the
confinement but beat themselves to death
against the bars of the cage. Birds that
have been hatched in this confinement
have sometimes become beautiful singers,
But when they have enjoyed liberty they
rarely survive imprisonment.

THE FARM ..I.NDGARDEN.
.Perennial

Veget11bles.

Asparagu,, rhubarb and horseradish
aro the principal representatives of this
class. Asparagus, when once planted
properly, will last almost forever. The
pri11cipal condition for success with this
-plant is to give it plenty of room; a distance of four feet each way is found besL
for field culture. In the garden we prefer a single row, with plants two feet
apart, to planting in beds. Rhubnrh
will also yield a crop for many years, but
in most cases it is better to take up the
plants and make a new bed or row every
six or eight years. To have large, crisp
stalks, cover each clump with two or
three forkfuls of stable manure after the
ground freezes in the fall. Horseradish
in the family garden is generally left to
take care of itself, but if first-class roots
arc desired, it. should be treated like an
annual and replanted
every spring.
-[American
Agriculturist.
Potash

Jfe1·tilizers.

Of late years potash fertilizers for
fruit, and especially for peach trees,
have attracted the attention of prominent
fruit-growers in various sections of the
country. Dr. Goessmann, of the Massachusetts Experiment Station, has experimented with potash as a prevcntiye to
yellows in the peach for a number of
years, and the results of his experiments
are worthy of the CO!JSidcration they are
everywhere receiving.
In his late report
Prof. Goessmann states that a chemical
examination of the fruit and the young
branches of the peach affected •by the
yellows, disclosed the fact that they contained a large amount of lime and more
phosphoric acid than fruits and young
branches from healthy trees-a condition
recognized
by Dr. R. C. Kcdzic,
of Michigan. Dr.
Goessmann
also
states that a repeated application of
muriate of potash, in connection
with
judicious pruning, restored the affected
trees to vigorous growth, and the new
branche5 and fruit to a normal amount
of potash, lime and phosphoric acid, and
the excess of lime disappeared.
He also
states that the treatment of peach trees
with muriate of potash has been carried
out in various localities with encouraging results, and he recommends more
extended trials.
Experiments have also demonstrated
that potash fertilizers have decidedly improved the quality of fruits by increasing the saccharine and decreasing the
acid. The fact that the quality and
characte; of orchard products can be
modified by special fertilizers is of immense practical importance to farmers
and adds another to the long list of
benefits derived from the study and research of our scientific workers in agriculture.
:Economic

Way or Raisin,.;

l'otatoes.

A most successful way of raising potatoes in the South, the American Agriculturist says, is by planting them in what
is called a • 'lazy bed," which is done by
applying manure very heavily in the
rows and then coverinc, the whole bed
with straw, leaves, cirn-stalks,
or any
coarse Jitter. By this plan, no working
1or weeding is requireJ. and the growth is
not stopped by the first hot, dry
weather, as the ground is kept cool and
moist, which greatly increases the yiE;ld
of the potatoes and make them of much
better quality.
A good plan, by which several objects
are combineci, is to select a field which
is to be sown to wheat next fall, and
fence in as much as will make a goodsided feeding lot for cows and sheep. In
Affectionate Pigs.
this enclosure feed all of the com-stalk~.
Pigs have been repeatedly known to
The following spring take the adjoining
attach themselves to individuals or to
land for potatoes;
plow well; then
other animals, and to show the greatest
lay
off three or four rows
at
docility, gentleness and affection.
Mr.
a time on the side furtherest
from
Henderson, the writer of a well known
the
cow-pen.
Make the
furrows
work on swine, relates that he had a
deep; drop the potatoes at good disyoung sow of good breed so docile tha
tances apart, and fill the furrow entirely
she wouid suffer his youngest son, ihrec
up with coarse manure, keeping on in
years of age, to climb upon her back allll
this way ut,til all are planted.
The obride her about for half an hour or more.
ject in planting only a few rows at a
When she was tired of the sport she
time is to avoid running the manure.
would lay herself clown, carefully
wagon over the furrows, as this would
avoiding hurting her young jockey, who
destroy them. After the field is all
habitually shared his bread and meat
planted, rake with a hay or stalk-rake
with her. De Dieskau also cites the case
the stalks from the cow-pen on the poof a young boar which be caught very
tato plot, so that the covering will be a
young, and which formed such an atfoot thick after settling.
This is all
tachment to a young lady residing in
that is needed until harvest, when the
the house that he accompanied her
stalks arc raked from the potatoes and
wherever she went and slept upon her
thinly spread over the wheat field, to be
bed. 'Ibis affectionate creature fretted
plowed under.
The potatoes can be
himself to death on account of a fox
gathered without digging, as they will
whkh had been taken into the house to
either be on the top of the ground or in
be tamed.
the loose manure. In the ·South, pota-------toes raised in this way may be left in the
A Gallant Young JUan.
She (gnztng upwurd)--How
bright ground all winter and gathered in perthe stars are to-niiht, Mr. S.1mpsonI
feet condition iu the spring.
Ile (promptly)-Thcy
are not brighter,
The conditions of success with method
Miss Clara, th:in-:hanare, to use plenty of manure and to have
She (softly) -Than what, JiI:·. St1mp the mulch at leant. a foot thic~. Nothson?
, ing is so good for a mulch as com-stalks,
Hr-Than they were last night.-[New
and in raising potatoes in a l!arden, the
York Sun.
11talksmay be piled on the cdzc of the

patch in gathering,
several years.
Farm

and

and may be used for

Garden

Notea.

A good deal of the peculiar mutton
taste is taken out of it when mutton is
cured.
To properly keep straw and hay in
stacks, the stacks must be so constructed
as to shed water.
Sulphur and old tobacco leaves burned
ia the poultry house, the house being
closed perfectly tight, will clean out the
red lice.
A contemporary suggests that a cow
can be easily led by a halter which commands her nose, but witli difficulty by a
rope i.round her horns.
It is :111 easy matter to have a garden
so arranged as to cultivate
it with a
horse hoe, Lut the best results arc usually obtained on small plots well manured
and worked by hand.
As a sow's litter improves in size and
quality as the dam becomes older, and
their milk usually increasrs, it is. better
to keep old sows for breeding than to
fatten them for pork.
It is remarked that the agriculture of
all countries which produce large numbers of live stock is in a flourishing eonc1ition. They are rather buyers than
sellers of forage grains.
One of the best supplementary feeds
with corn fodder is wheat bran. Usually
it can be bought cheaply at this season,
and is even better in the winter as a supplementary feed for cows.
If potatoes be kept in .cellars which
have damp bottoms they should be
stowed in shallow bins, raised slightly
above the cellar bottoms. They keep
best in cool, well-<lraincd, underground
cellars.
The more rapidly air is brought into
cantact with cider the faster the latter
turns into vinegar. Draw out a little
cider daily and return it to the barrel, if
for vinegar.
Even two or three feeds of cooked turnips or potatoes each week is better than
to omit such food altogether.
It is variety that promotes healtll and keeps the
stock in condition.
Sheep in the field seek the highest
knolls for sleeping places. These are
generally poor, but sheep will soon enrich them. The grass is sweeter there,
and the sheep are most healthy in such
localities.
Rules for easy subjugation
of Canada
thistles are plentiful, bu_t not pr~ctical.
Every attempt to eradicate this weed
must be continued throughout
the entirc season of growth, or it will fall
almost surely, and all its cost will bo
wasted.
No thrifty fnrriler will permit coarso
weeds, thistles, brinrs or bushes of any
kind to grow by the roadside adjoining
his fields. One or two days' work each
year for two or three years with a stout
bush scythe will cause these unprofitable
varieties of vegetation to give place to
valuable grasses.
The great fl.ow of milk of cows is truly
artificial. In a state of nature the cow
gives only the necessary quantity to
sustain the calf. The greater and longer yield of mill( is the result of better
treatment and longer manipulat10n of
the teats. Hence to increase the yield
of milk fe_d and milk well.
It is asserted that a mixture of lime in
clay soils has the effect of making them
porous and friable, hence by such treatment they are made more workable and
are fitted for nourishing
the life of
plants. Clays that harden into solid
lumps after a shower of rain are little
better than rocks, in so far as the food
of plants is concerned.
A writer in the Farm and Fruit GrowElrad vises against the planting of fruit
trees, especially peaches, near together,
saying from twenty to twenty-two
feet
is not too far apart. He claims the
wider planting makes better shaped
trees, with better access of air and sunshine, while the tree has a greater area
from which to draw root supplies.
J. A. Smith of Collinsville, Conn., set
a barrel in a hole in his garden last fall,
leaving about ten inches above the
ground, filled it with russets, left it unheaclcd, merely placing over it a cover
of sheet iron to cxclud~ ~he snow and
rain. The middie of 1\Iarch they were
found nearly all perfectly sound and in
better condition than apples stored in
the cellar.
Farms in some sections of Pennsylvania maintain the ~crtility of their soils
by applying 100 bushels of slaked lime
to the acre once in five years. It is said
that fields which have been subjected to
this treatment for the past 100 years, are
as productive now as when the experiment was first tried. This application
depends for its value much upon thl.l
original c~::iracter of the soil,

CLIPPINGS FOlt THE CURIOUS,
Maud S. strides about 19 feet when
trotting her best.
A German physician has ascertained
that the average gain in height during
the hours of sleep is five centimetres,
In China a man's relatives, even to his
cousins, are holden for his debts, and a
dead-beat is an individual almost unknown, even to the tailors.
The Suez canal is 325 feet wide at th&
surface of the water and 72 feet wide at
the bottom. It is 26 feet deep. Th&
canal is 100 miles long, about 7.5 miles
of its length being actual excavat.on.

A little girl five years old, was fold by
her teacher that the Mississippi River
was the Father of Waters.
"How is
that?" she queried, "if it is the Father
of Waters it ought to be llfistcr-Sippi."
It is now possible to comtruct complete sewing machines at the rate of one
every minute or sixty in one hour; 300
watches in a day; a rca per every fifteen
minutes or less, and one locomotive in a
day.
The "Age of Pericles," as it is termed
in thJ history of Greece, covers the
reign of that great Greek statesman, that.
is from 480 to 430 B. C., and represents a half century of glory to the
Athenian commonwealth.
The sea waves arc not felt 3000 feet
below the surface of the ocean, even in
the wildest storm. The temperature of
deep sea water is also said to be nearly
the same in all parts of the globe, under
the ice of the pole and the burning sun
of the equator.
Julius Cro;ar was upwards of 40 year&
of age before he became prominent in
public affairs, and, as he was assassinated at the age of 50, he advanced in
16 years from the position of a Roman
citizen to be conquerer of the then
known world and the ruler of the Roman
empire.
In old times a drunkard was forced to
wear the "Newcastle Cloak," which was
a cask, one end being out, and the other
having a hole through it suffident for
the offender to pass his heai through, by
which means the vessel rcsteci on his
shoulders.
Holes were made in the
front for his hands. Thus equipped the
drunkard was le:i thron ;h the streets as
a spectacle of contempt.

Creole Jnflncncc in Louisiaua.
Creole influence is much more widely
felt in Louisiana 1han is generally supposed, writes a New Orleans correspondent. 'l'hey have given to New Orleans
!Ind to the whole state, its social customs, its holidays and outdoor festivals.
They have imparted their own spirit,
gaycty ancl love of amusement to the
populace;
they liave inoculated the
crowds that assemble in the streets on
Mardi Gras and other great holidays
with the good. humor peculiar to the
Latin races, and which has been sa
highly commended by strangers visiting
New Orleans on the occasion of these
outdoor fetes. One custom which hag
been observed in New Orleans from the
earliest settlement, the decoration of the
graves on a certain day in the year, has
now been aclopted by every state in tho
Union. The Creole custom of full dress
at the opera has always been imitated by
the Americans of our city until lately,
and, now that the women of other cities
are taking off their bonnets at the
theatre, the New Orleans women are
1mtting their's on. It would be strange
indeed if the Creoles, the original
owners of the soil, and who even now
number one-fourth of the population of
Louisiana, did not make their influence
felt. It is true that French is no longer
used in the executive departments,
State or municipal, ncr is it used as formerly in the law courts, but the French
code is still practiced there, and, while
the Creoles have in large proportion
learned to speak English, they have also
taught French to Americans, and to-day
over half the
population
of New
Orleans speaks that language.
Since
the American occupation ten of the
Governors of Louisiana have been Creoles. The names of many illustrious
Creole gentlemen might be cited who
have graced high offices in the State and
Federal Governments, who have distinguished themselves in the army and
11avy, and who have attained emincnco
alvroad.
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Absent Mindedness.
"Have you got a high-spirited hor!ei'''
"Yes, sir," rct urned the liveryman."
"One of those regular tearers ?"
''Yes."
''A hnrsc that would jump right out
of his h:ull.:s, if you tapped him with tho
whip}"
''Ye~."
"I'm glad to hear it. Now if you'!,
hitch up a slow nag that has to be !'eked
to go ten foct, 1'11take him out.-[Tid ..
Bils,
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THE
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THE
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CITIZEN
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THURSDAYS
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.@:u'".Allsubscriptioris
must be p~id in advance,
and papers will be discontinued when time paid for
expires .
.@:ii"DELINQUENTS
who are now owing for the
TELEPHONE
must pay $1.25 per year until arrearag-es are paid, after which they can have the benefit
of the One Dollar rate.
Subscribers who have previously paid in advance
of ~lay 20, 1SS7, at the $1.25 rate, will be credited
far enough to equal the $1.00 rate.
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TELEPHONE
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E. N. CARVER,
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Sl'E~IALANNOiINCE.MENT.
"THE DIXFIELD CITIZEN" ib issued this
week from the office of the CANTON TELEPHONE, and starts out hopefully on its
mission to bless the community indicated
by its name, and take a share in and assist
all its business interests and prosperity.
Its aim is to more fully represent the sc,cial -ind business life of Dixfield than the
TELEPHONE could possibly do, and we
submit this issue as evidence that the purpose may be attained, though we expect
each succeeding issue will be better and
better.
The fact that the CITIZEN is part
and parcel of the TELEPHONE, in general
features, should not in the least detract
from the former, as the latter has a weUt¥trned reputation for real sterling worth,
and thus the combination
affords a solid
basis for what would really be a "venture'_'
under other circumstances.
Our plan of issuing gives a wide range
of choiee miscellany and county news,
while the local columns of each are not
limited.
You need not fear that ye>ur local paper will be of less value to your community on account of its associate.
It will
real! y be of more value, as the cream of
both will go into each one, while you will
at the same time have the privilege of occupying, filling and using all the space
your business asks for. Your local paper
is what you make it, more t~an what the
editor makes it.
We make our price one dollar per year,
always to be paid in advance, and all papers to be stopped when time paid for expires. This is the best paper in Oxford
County for the money, and of course can
be so cheaply run only on the cash system.
Delinquent
subscribers to the TELEPHONE will be continued at $r.25 per year
for a time, but all arrearages must be settled !Jefore they can have the advantage of
the one dollar rate.
All who have previously paid in advance
for the TELEPHONE at the $r.25 rate will
have the date of their credit advanced so
as to equal the one dollar rate from this
date forward.
The TELEPHONE has already a la1·ge list
of names in Dixfield and vicinity who naturally will want the CITIZEN instead. We
do not feel· like taking the liberty of changing all these, but will change the list at
Dixfield and await further orders from oth·
ers. If you want to change, just write us
a postal card.

OurDixfieldAdvertisers.
Our readers will notice W. S. Chase's
ad. in our advertising
columns.
Mr.
Chase is v.ell known to all, having been
in business here loni;er, probably, than
any other :nan in the place. His stock
consists of drugs, groceries and crockery.
He makes a speciality of pai11ts ano painter's materia-Js. Also fine lot of room paper,
borders, curtains and fixtures.
Ladies
will find a good stock of flower pots at this
store. Mr. Chase is so well and favorably
known that he needs no comment of ours.
Frank Stanley is wide awa½,e and intends
to keep abreast the times. In Mr. Stanley's
stock can be found all those goodR usually
found in a village store. One side of Mr.
Stanley's store is cjevoted to dry goods,
boots ancl shoes, and fancy goods. On the
other side is his choice stock of groceries,
cigars, tobaccos and confectionery.
He
also carries a stock of fancy crockery and
glassware,
hand and hanging
lamps.
Frank is wide awake, genial and enterprising, and a leader in all enterprises
for
pushing the Dixfield
"boom."
Peter
Barret, his clerk, is always ready to wait
on customers in a gentlemanly
and pleasant manner.
C. L. Dillingham has just added to the
appearance and light of his store by putting windows into the front. You can
here find one of the best appointed hardware stores in this part of the county,
and almost anything in the hardware or
tinware line which one wishes for. Mr.·
D. 's line of stoves is complete, and all in
f;earch of housekeeping utensils would do
well to give him a call.
W. G. Harlow is preparing his store for
the apparent "boom" in Dixfield's business. He has just altered his show win-

dows and proposes to oraainent his-stere
with an awning.
Gerry ha, an excelleht
stock of general merchandise,
including

ALL
ALONG
THE
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Bethel.
Dixfield,
Maine.
MIDDLE INTER VALE.
Mrs. A. M. Carter has returned from
her visit to Lewiston.
-Dealer
inO. Buck has tapped rooo trees ;-now
for some maple honey.
Fred Stearns and Mrs. Ward Swan are
sick.
Mrs. Howe, who is one of our best butter makers, made a nice quilt beside doing
her own work about the house in less than
a week.
·A visit to the chair factory a few clays
ago proved that 40 hands are employed
and about 75 chairs made dail_y. Fancy
stands and tables are also made in various
styles.
The box supper at Ideal Hall on_the eve Conf
ectioncry,
of April 7th, was a success. Cleared $32
Fancy
Goods,
which is to be paid to the M. E. mini$ter.
Miss E. A. Coarser, our well known
Jewelry,
Etc.
dressmaker, has changed rooms from over
Grover & Burnham',, to up stairs over
Singer Office. Those wishing to get good
When in need of GOOD GOODS A'l'
work done in dress or cloak cutting or FAllt PlUCE3, give me a call. It will
making had better make her a call.
be for your interest, as well as mine, to do
E. P. K.
so. No trouble to show goods, even if
you Llon't want to purchase.
At the store of J. P. Johnston
can be
Carthage.
found a good stock of school-books, plain
Clarence York of Weld, came near beand fancy stationery, and sewing machine ing drowned Sunday night the 10th, while
Call at the Store of
needles of all kinds. You are sure to get attempting to cross the brook that rnns
shaved here, for Johnston is a good ba1·ber through D. D. Berry's field. He drove
and keeps a good line of barber's tools, his horse on to the brook and the ice gave
cosmetics, hair oils, etc., for sale. Mr. way, letting horse, sleigh, and himself inJohnston carries on his business in con- to the water.
He succeeded in getting out
nection with the post office, so when going after a hard struggle and as he could not
and see his Fine Stock of
for your mail you can improve the oppor- get his horse out, l~ewent to M. L. Murch's
t•nity and buy materials for carrying on and Goodwin Bros. and got them to help
your correspondence.
him. After working some time they got
Mr. York lo,1: a pair
Mrs. Toothaker is about to make a trip him out all right.
of boots and a robe in the water.
t" Boston to buy her spring millinery.
The sudden death of Fred Brown of
She has also a fine stock of fancy goods,
top, and all go@ds usually kept in a first Berry's Mills, which occurred Tuesday
class store of this kind. A milliner from night of last week, casts a gloom over this
entire community.
He was taken with tyabroad is soon expected to do the trimming.
Mrs. T. is one of the most obliging and phoid fever and was considered by the
doctor
as
getting
along
all right, until
painstaking ladies in the business.
If intending to build, alter or repair to Tuesday morning, whel! pneumonia set in
any extent you will be interested and pro- and he died as above. He was sick only
fited to call on our veteran contractor and about a week. His funeral was held at the
builder, W. F. Putnam, and get him to church, Berry's Mills, on Fr!day, the 15th,
Rev. Mr.
figure ori your job. He is not only a genial and was largely attended.
D.
sort of a fellow to deal with, but is "all Andrews of 'Wilton, officiating.
ready-made clothing,
gent'& furnishing
goods, dry goods and groceries.
His stock
of hats and caps is especially good. Mr.
Harlow goe~ to Boston soon to purchase
goods for the completion of his spring
and summer stock.
The drug store formerly occupied by E.
·G. Reynolds is now occupied by F. S.
Chase, who bought
Mr. Reynolds out
some weeks ago. The firm name is W.
S. Chase & Son. Fred has one of the best
stocks of drugs, proprietary
medicines,
and druggists sm1dries, that we have seen
for a long time. This store is always in
"apple-pie order" and Fred's motto in rega.rd to prices, is to "live and let live."
Mr. George Brown now carries on the
meat and produce business in the store
formerly occupied by N. M. Cox as a meat
market.
Brown has recently put in a
large new ice closet, and keeps his shop
and meat neat and nice: You will here
fo1d choice fancy groceries. canned fruit,
and all those things usually found in a
first class market.
George makes a speciality of teas and coffees. He is soon to
put in a stock of musician's supplies.
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D"1xf"1eld,
Maine.
-Dealer

in-

GROCERIES,
DRUGS
AND
MEilICINES,

1 t Paints,
Oils,
and
PapBr
Han[in[s,

CROCERIES,

Window Shades

Fixtures.

&

-Al,o-

CROCKERY,CONFECTIONERY,
Tobacco & Cigars.

BOOTS,
& SHOES,

HEADQUARTERS
-FOR-

PHOSPHATE
I have three kinds of Phosphate,
and
can suit. all and everybody who wants to
buy. both in quality and price. Give me
a call.
~ Also manufactnrer
of Home MaLle
Cranberry Sauce-the
nicest table sauce
in the market.
Sold in qnart jars or by
the pail. Come in when in town and try
the sauce.

C. L. DILLINGHAM,

W.G~
HHRlOH.

MAINE.

DIXFIELD,
-DEALER

IN-

Hardware!

DressGoods,
Groceries,

lel\'lfA9

B~

i

~~~"~~ ~~ ~

FANCYGOODSJAND TINWARE,

Boots and Shoes,

Farmin[
Implements,
Pumps,
Etc.
I have also for sale One New
Horse

Single-

Farm Wagon,
READY.MADE
CLOTHING,

wool and a yard wide" in all his business
transactions.
Holt & Son, marble-workers,
put out
some very fine work. Their monuments
and head-stones are beauties.
Some of
the most artistic
and nicely finished
work in our countries comes from their
shop. As workers of marble and granite
their superiors are few.

East

Runi.tord.

The warm sun we have had for the past
few days has caused the snow to settle very
fast, and the old Androscoggin has begun
to show signs of the ice leaving us soon.
A. J. Knight has sold his fat oxen to W.
Hall. Mr. Knight is very busy with men
and teams, hauling timber, boards, shingles, etc .. preparatory to building the coming season.
Some few of our neighbors have paid a
visit to their sugar-orchards.
Albert
Abbott has 250 trees tapped.
Rev. G. B. Hannafo rd preached at th is
church April roth.
~ite a number of the people here attended the funeral of Miss Juliette Lufkin
which occurred Apr. 7, at Rumford Centre.
Miss Rose A. Abbott leaves April 14,
to commence her summer term of school.
Mr. P. C. Thomas has bought the H.
R. Swain place on Eaton Hill, and will
probably move soon.
f. K. ·welch has38 very nice early lambs
and C. F. Wheeler has 3 jet black ones.
The Ladies' Aid has adjourned to Sept.
1st.
SNIDE.

OSAKIS, Minn., April Ir, '87.
Ed. Telephone :-I expect my old friends
would like to hear from me, and if it will
be agreeable to you I would like fo tell
them what we are about here in Minn ..
every week or two. I expect we are aheaC:
of you Canton folks, as regards farming.
We have not had any snow since the first
of Feb. The 20th of March we began to
sow our grain-mostly
through now. It
is as warm as summer.
Grass has started
and in two weeks stock will get a good
living in the pasture.
We are planting
early potatoes and peas, and garden seeds
generally, and expect new potatoes and
green peas by the first or middle of June
Our winters are pretty cold, but they get
away from us in a hurry when the days
No. TURNER.
begin to h,ngthen.
More anon.
The whistle has ceased to blow.
D. 0. D.
The chair factory of Keen & Brown has
P. S.-I remember about 40 years ago shut down for repairs.
of swapping jackknives with a Carver boy,
The work at the corn shop has come to
agreeing to give 5cts. to boot and didn't a standstill on account of the scarcity of
give it. Does ye editor remember anytin.
thing about it?
D. O. D.
Capt. Sewell Norton was in No. Turner
NoTE.-Regardless
of the fortune awaitlast Friday visiting friends.
ing a claimant who can recollect of swapR. H. Fisher was in town last Friday in
ping jackknives in his youthful days, we
pursuit of a butter mould. Perhaps he
are obliged to confess that events which has heard about the butter factory at Livtranspired about that time are somewhat ermore.
indistinct in our memory.
Let's see; our
Edwa-rd Chase has moved to Livermore
age was then -IO
years.-EDITOR.
to work for G. T. Piper.
Aunt Ruth, who has been boarding at
AUBURN, April 19, '87.
the North Turner House for some time,
Dear Editor ~I couldn't think why has left and moved in with Thomas and
the past winter has seemed so long, but Eliza.
the last number of your valuable paper set
Miss Edith Teague of Auburn was visitme all right.
Now I understand all about ing at the North Turner House a few days
what is going on in 15 towns sure where last week.
I feel acquainted with nearly all the peoJ. Frank ~imby and wife have returned
ple. I fear one old friend in Rumford has from their visiting trip to Mass.
winter-killed (John Irish) as I don't hear
Wm. Staples has so far recovered his
a word from him. Still I will hope for him, health as to be at East Auburn visiting his
until the season for frogs to peep.
son.
Enclosed find cash $1.2.5 for one year's
Mrs. Sarah Lovejoy who has been very
subscription.
Hastily,
sick with pneumonia, is slowly recovel'ing.
C. E. PHILOON,
Mrs. Childs is much better.
She can
P. S.-Any
one wishing to buy a farm walk with some one to steady her.
would do well to write me as I am now
Danvil:e Snell thinks he shall be out
ready to sell the old home farm in Liver- again as soon as the snow is gone, if it
more, better known as the Chand Itr farm. goes before July.
C. E. P.
Terms easy.
A shower passed over this place last
Saturday, accompanied by peals of thunder.
A perfectly sound body and a mind unThe snow seems to be fast leaving for
impaired are possible only with pure blood.
OLD SEEKER,
Leading medical authorities indorse-".'>-y~r's the last few days.
Sarsaparilla as the best blood ~unfyrng
We have sold WISTAR'S BALSAM OF
medicine in existence.
It vastly rncreases WrLD CHERRY for many years.• Nothing
~~:;~~~ii~:i~~ productive powers ofboth we have sold has given such perfect satisfaction. for coughs and colds, and in advanced cases of consumption it has shown
All sizes and styles of pictures copied at
re'.;;_as~a;~o::~t&°co.,
Fall River,Mass.
Hayden's Photograph Saloon, Canton.

Gent's Furnishing

Goods

And everything
usually found
well-appointed
village store,
AT

REASONABLE

in a

PRICES.

And a Self-Dumping

HORSE RAKE,
Which I will Sell Cheap for Cash.

CALL
ANDEXAMINE
!
GEORGEJ.BROWN,
DIXFIELD,

MAINE.

--DEALER

IN--

Meats,
GroceriBs
&Provisions.
GETUPCLUBS!
Jo

I sell the best brands of Canned Goods.
Any boy or girl can
well to get
Fine Teas, Coffees, Spices. Tobacco, Citheir friends and neighhors
to sub- gars, Dried and Fresh Fruits, Nuts, and a
scribe for this paper.
By a little ef- general line of Musical Instrnments anJ
t:ltri1Jgs. If in want of choice goods give
fort or a few hours
work
anybody
can earn a year's subscription
to just me a call.
the paper they want. or a handsome
•and useful article.
Read our

W. S. CHASE
&, SON,

Liberal Offers!
To the person sending us 2 names
for new yearly subscribers
and $2.00
in cash, we will give a year's
subbcription to either of those excellent
50 cent monthlies,
Good
Cheer
or
Our Country
Home.
To the person sending us 4 names
for new yearly subscribers
and $4.00
in cash, we will send this paper One
Year Free.
To the person sending us 5 names
for new yearly subscribers
and $5.00
in cash, we will give one year's subscription
to any One Dollar
paper
they may name.
To the person sending us 10 names
for new yearly subscribers
and $10.00
in cash, we will give a $5.00 Waterbu1-y Watch. including Nickel Plated
Chain and Charm.
A handsome
and
meiul article.

NOTICE.
Boys and girls, NOW is the ·me
to begin ! Don't delay till others get
the first and best chl!.nce.
Ask your
neighbors
and friends
to help you.
Write to friends away and ask them
to send you their dollar for the paper
and thus help you.
Two names and
50 cents each will count the same as
one nam_e and one dollar.
Address all communications
to
E. N. CARVER,
PuB'R,
Canton,

Maine.

AnotherArt Craze.
The latest art work among ladies is knmvn as the
"French Craze,,, for decorating china, glassware,
etc. It is something entlrely 11ew, and is both pro
fitable and fascinating.
It is very popular in New
York, Boston and other Eastern cities. To ladies
:.iesiring to learn the Art, we will send an elegant
china placque (stze 18 inches,) handsomely decorated, for a model, tog·ether with box of material, 100
colored designs assorted in flowers, animals, soldiers, land-scapes, etc., complete, with fnll instructions, upon receipt of only $1 .oo. The plaque alone
is worth more than the amount charged.
To every
0

~fdlv~rith~~~!~!!s
i~~~;;~~~dcni~lo~:t t~1~tt:r~:e:~
whom we can mail our new catalogue of Art Goods,
we will enclose extra and without charge, a beauliful :io inch, gold-tinted
placque.
Address, THE
EMPIRE
NE,VS CO., Syracuse, N. Y.
13t5

(AT THE OLD REYNOLDS

STORE.)

DIXFfELD,

MAINE.

--DEALERS

Drlll;°S

and

IN--

Medicines,.

Pipes, Tobacco & Cigars,
Kerosene Oil, Etc.

W. F. PUTNAM,
Dixfield, Maine.
Manufacturer

of

DOORS,
SASH,WINDOW
& DOOR
FRAMES
CLAZED WINDOWS.
All kinds moulded and plain finish. balusters, N ewells, Brackets.&e. Also chamber and dining-room furniture Chamber
Sets and Extension
Tables a specialty.
Jobbing done promptly.

Mrs.

Ellen
DIXFIELD,

Toothaker,
MAINE.

Millinery&,
FancyGoods.
Ladies of Dixfield and vicinity are invited to call and examine my stock and
prices before purchasing elsewhere.

J. P. JOHNSTON,
DIXFIELD,
--DEALER

.MAINE.
IN--

School
Books,
Stationery,
Blank
Books
RazorR, Shaving Soap and Cosmetics,
and all kinds of sewing machine needles.

Ceorge Holt & Son,
DIXFIELD.

MAINE.

GRANITE
&MARBLE
WORKS.
Monuments and Hcadsto11t;s in different
styles and prices constantly on hand. ,ve
guarantee satisfaction in work and prices.
For
Sale.
Early Cory sweet corn for seed. The
earliest of all varieties of sweet corn.
C. W. WALKER,
Canton, Me.
For
~ale.
Two nice Jersey heifers.
For further
pa1-ti.cnlars call on
H. F. HAYFORD,
4'tl6
Canton, Me.

